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This article reviews the present status of research on strongly nonequilibrium physical effects
produced near and at the surfaces of metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics by high-power
pulsed laser radiation, and their diagnostics by nonlinear-optical methods. The basic stages of the
absorption and relaxation of the energy of laser radiation in the electronic and phonon subsystems
of semiconductors and heating of the lattice are studied. The questions associated with fast laser-
induced phase transformations in surface layers are discussed: melting-solidification and amor-
phous-solid-to-crystal and vice versa phase transitions, occurring with nano- and picosecond
laser pulse durations (laser annealing). Different methods of laser diagnostics of the surfaces and
nonequilibrium ultrafast processes on the surfaces of metals and semiconductors are reviewed.
Special attention is devoted to nonlinear-optical methods of surface diagnostics (generation of
second and third harmonics and difference frequencies in reflection, and Raman scattering of
light). The high information content and sensitivity of these methods compared with other meth-
ods for studying surfaces is pointed out. The problem of the appearance of spatially periodic
surface structures induced by laser radiation is examined. The theories of different laser-induced
instabilities of the surface relief, giving rise to the formation of these structures (generation of
surface acoustic and capillary waves and evaporation waves), are reviewed. Theoretical and
experimental results are compared.
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INTRODUCTION duced in the surface layers of metals, semiconductors and
dielectrics by high-power pulsed laser radiation. We shall

1. In this review we shall outline an area of physics place special emphasis on the role of the nonlinear response
which has been growing rapidly in recent years and which of materials in these processes and their diagnostics,
encompasses a large group of physical phenomena associat- The absorption of laser radiation which is strongly con-
ed with the excitation of strongly nonequilibrium states, in- centrated in space and time gives rise to the appearance of an
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entire cascade of energy transformation processes, including
the successive excitation and relaxation of the electronic
subsystem, electron-phonon relaxation, phonon-phonon re-
laxation, and finally diverse thermal processes (heating,
melting, and evaporation).

The final thermal stage of this chain in metals has now
been studied for at least 20 years (see, for example, Refs. 1-
4); experiments with laser pulses whose duration falls in the
range ~ 10~3-10~6 s give exhaustive physical information
about this stage.

The thermal interaction of laser radiation with metals
has opened up an extensive field of applications. We mention
here laser cutting, welding, hardening, drilling of metal
items, and laser thermochemical treatment of these items.

2. The results of analogous experiments with strongly
absorbing semiconductor crystals turned out to be extremely
interesting.

The action of powerful laser pulses gives rise to rapid
and high-quality recrystallization of the surface layers of
semiconductors which have been rendered amorphous by
ion implantation or for other reasons—impulsive laser an-
nealing occurs.5"12 In spite of the fact that laser annealing is
now a well-mastered technological tool, experiments on la-
ser annealing have raised a number of still unsolved funda-
mental physical questions. Studies carried out in the last
three to five years have shown that fast laser-induced phase
transformations in surface layers of semiconductors (melt-
ing-solidification, amorphous-solid-crystal and crystal-
amorphous-solid phase transformations) occur on nano-,
pico-, and even subpicosecond time scales. A detailed expla-
nation of these diverse and in many ways unexpected phe-
nomena requires answering a number of fundamental ques-
tions about the behavior of semiconductors in a strong laser
field.

What is the nature of and how high are the rates of
electronic, electron-phonon, and phonon-phonon relaxation
processes under conditions when intense laser action gener-
ates within times of 10^9-10~14 s up to 1022 free carriers per
cm3, highly excited above the bottom of the conduction
band? What is the state of this dense laser-induced electron-
hole plasma? How and through what stages does melting of a
crystal, containing this dense hot plasma, proceed: through a
direct transfer of excess energy of free carriers by lattice vi-
brations or through the plasma-induced soft phonon modes?
And, does the crystal melt after the energy obtained from the
electronic subsystem is thermalized among all phonon
modes or when it is concentrated only in the short-wave-
length part of the phonon spectrum, while the phonon
modes from the center of the Brillouin zone remain cold?

Existing theories give different, sometimes contradic-
tory answers to these questions, so that experimental diag-
nostics plays a fundamental role in obtaining unambiguous
results.

At the present time most experimental data support the
"thermal" mechanism of laser annealing of elementary
group IV semiconductors and A1" Bv compounds for laser
pulse durations of several picoseconds and longer (see Refs.
11 and 12, and Sec. 1). According to this model, impulsive

laser annealing is accompanied by very fast (characteristic
times S; 1 ps) heating of the crystal lattice owing to electron-
phonon relaxation and followed by equally fast melting of
the surface layer of the crystal. At the end of the laser pulse,
after the surface has cooled, the reverse first-order phase
transition into either the crystalline or the polycrystalline or
the solid amorphous state occurs.

However, there also exist experimental data which do
not fit into the "thermal" scheme. It is therefore of great
interest that realistic possibilities for following experimen-
tally the kinetics of all stages of the conversion of the energy
of a laser pulse semiconductors and metals up to times of
~10~14 s and for answering clearly the questions posed
above have now appeared.

This is linked to the creation of stable frequency-
tunable generators of femtosecond optical pulses (1
fs = 10"]5 s) 13~15—pulses whose envelopes encompass only
a few cycles of the optical field—adequate for optical diag-
nostics methods. Of course, the significance of these studies
extends far beyond the technological requirements of laser
annealing.

3. Probably the most characteristic feature of the pres-
ent stage of study of laser-induced nonequilibrium states and
laser-induced phase transitions is the clear understanding of
the important and often decisive role of the nonlinearity of
the response of the material in the phenomena under discus-
sion.

In laser thermochemistry, for example, an entire class
of nonlinear processes giving rise to the formation of spatial-
ly and temporally ordered structures has been studied in de-
tail.17

A vivid example of the role of the optical nonlinearity in
the process of laser excitation of semiconductors and metals
are the spontaneously arising instabilities of the surface re-
lief, giving rise to the formation of periodic surface struc-
tures. l2-20

It has turned out that the formation of periodic struc-
tures on the surfaces of solids irradiated by laser light is a
universal phenomenon, always arising spontaneously when
the intensity of the laser radiation is high enough. The phys-
ics of their appearance is linked to the spatially nonuniform
heating of the surface; the nonuniform field required for this
is formed by the interference of the incident laser wave with
the field formed by the scattering (diffraction) of laser radi-
ation by fluctuation modulations of the surface relief. The
possible appearance of feedback, when the periodic struc-
tures formed begin to affect substantially the scattering of
the laser radiation in the diffracted wave, is of special phys-
ical interest. The resultant instability is analogous to the one
appearing in the presence of stimulated scattering. The sur-
face-acoustic wave (SAW) and capillary wave (CW) insta-
bilities in melts and liquid metals and, finally, the interfer-
ence surface-evaporation instability (IEI) can occur under
different conditions.

The nature of the relaxation of nonequilibrium states,
created by powerful laser pulses, also depends strongly on
the level of excitation (and is therefore nonlinear). This type
of nonlinear relaxation, which has been studied in great de-
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tail in polyatomic molecules,21 is ever more often encoun-
tered in condensed media.22"24 Finally, unique information
on the development of excitation and relaxation processes on
a real time scale (including down to times of ~ 10~14 s) is
obtained by methods of nonlinear spectroscopy; the genera-
tion of optical harmonics and combination frequencies "in
reflection" are very effective here17-'9; the active spectrosco-
py of light scattering by plasma oscillations and optical and
acoustic vibrations of the lattice is promising.21'214 Thus
nonlinear excitation, nonlinear relaxation, and nonlinear-op-
tical diagnostics of nonequilibrium processes have actually
become key questions in the physics of the interaction of
powerful laser radiation with matter.

These questions for semiconductors and metals are em-
phasized in this review.

The review consists of three parts. The modern ideas
regarding the physics of the relaxation of optical excitation
energy in semiconductors and metals are presented in Sec. 1.
Section 2 is devoted to the optical diagnostics of phase tran-
sitions at the surface; the emphasis is on the new possibilities
of nonlinear-optical methods. Finally, Sec. 3 is devoted to
nonlinear-optical phenomena giving rise to instabilities of
the relief of the irradiated surface.

1. ABSORPTION AND RELAXATION OF THE ENERGY OF A
LASER PULSE. HEATING OF THE LATTICE

When laser radiation with energy fia> substantially ex-
ceeding the gap width £"g :&y > £"g interacts with a semicon-
ductor (Fig. 1), light is absorbed in a thin surface layer with
thickness or-1~10~4-10~6 cm, where a is the coefficient of
optical absorption. (The latter value is also characteristic for
the penetration depth of the field in a metal.) Under pulsed
action of this kind, when the intensity of the radiation is high
(7~ 106-1012 W/cm2), a strongly nonequilibrium and non-
stationary state of both the electronic and phonon subsys-
tems is created.

Because the primary act of energy absorption occurs in
the electronic system the electron temperature Tc differs
substantially from the lattice temperature T. The process of
energy transfer and thermalization in the lattice includes a
series of relaxation stages both within the electron-hole sub-
system and electron-phonon and phonon-phonon relaxa-
tion.

kTe

ne(E) 0

In this section we shall study in greater detail each of
the mentioned stages of the interaction of laser radiation
with the surface of a semiconductor and subsequent pro-
cesses.

1.1. Impulsive laser excitation and relaxation of the electronic
subsystem

When pulsed laser radiation with an energy density W,
pulse duration rp, and energy fiea>Eg interacts with the
surface of a semiconductor, owing to interband absorption
(see Fig. 1 ) nonequilibrium electron-hole pairs are generat-
ed at a rate which can be determined from the following
relation:

«G0exp( — az); O-O
here a =at + an, is the sum of the linear and nonlinear
absorption coefficients, which depend on the coordinate z
(the z axis is directed into the medium perpendicular to the
surface) and the temperature T; R = R(t,T) is the coeffi-
cient of optical reflection. Table I presents the values of the
optical parameters entering into (1.1) for crystalline and
amorphous silicon (Si, Eg = 1.12 eV) and amorphous gal-
lium arsenide (GaAs, Eg = 1.43 eV) at certain frequencies
corresponding to the wavelengths of pulsed lasers used in
laser annealing. It is evident that the rate of laser-induced
generation of free carriers can reach enormous values
G0=1030-1035 cm-'/s (for W=0.\ J/cm2 and
rp = 10-8-10-13s).

Photoexcited electrons have an energy of ~ fua — Eg

(the energy is measured from the bottom of the conduction
band) and an initially strongly nonequilibrium energy dis-
tribution function centered near the energy E = fuo — Eg

(see Fig. 1 ). The holes (h) have an analogous distribution.
The nature of the subsequent relaxation of nonequilibri-

um carriers in the energy and coordinate spaces depends
substantially on the carrier density in the photoexcited elec-
tron-hole plasma nc (nc = 2«e = 2«h ). For purposes of esti-
mating the initial density of nonequilibrium carriers nc,
created by the end of the picosecond or femtosecond pulses,
we shall neglect the diffusion and recombination of carriers.
Then, from Table I we obtain the following estimates of the
upper limit:

1022 cm~3

1021-1022cm-3
, = 30 ps,
, = 90 fs .

FIG. 1. Laser excitation and intraband energy relaxation of carriers in a
semiconductor, a) Interband transition with absorption of a quantum fico;
b) initial form of the electron distribution function; c) final form of the
energy distribution function.

For nanosecond pulses recombination must be taken into
account. At high nonequilibrium carrier densities nonradia-
tive Auger recombination, in which process an electron and
a hole, by recombining, give up their energy to a third car-
rier, dominates (see Fig. 2 and Refs. 22 and 23). At the same
time the recombination rate is given by the expression
Rc=Cn3

c, where C = const (for example, for silicon
C = 4 • 10~31 cmVs). This is one example of the nonlinear
(dependent on the intensity of excitation) relaxation in a
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TABLE I. Typical characteristics of laser pulses and semiconductor crystals used in impulsive laser
annealing.

Laser

Second harmonic
Nd : YAG

Third harmonic
Md : YAG

Fourth harmonic
Nd : YAG
Dye
Ruby

Wave-
length
normal
A, nm

532,1

354,7

266,0

620,0
694,3

Pulse
du ration
T S

1,5-10-8
2-10'11

1,5-10-8
2-10-11

1-10-8
1,5-lQ-11

0.9-10-13

3-10-8

Coefficient of inter-
band absorption at

o~ a, cm

Si

1,25 -10*

1,07.10"

•2 , 08 -10"

4.47-103

2,35-103

GaAs

8,09-lQi

7,14-105

1,61- 10"

4,28-10*
2,7-10*

Coefficient of
reflection at

300K R *'
Si

0,37

0,57

0,74

0,35
0,34

GaAs

0,38

0,42

0,55

0,35
0,34

Rate of generation
of free carriers with
^=0.1J/cm2G0,
cm Vs

Si

1,4 -10s9

1,0- 1032

0,5-1032

0,37-1034
0,7-103i

0,46-103*.
1-103*

1.8-1028

GaAs

0,9-1030
6 4-1032

0,5-1031

0,37-10"
0 9-1031

0,6-10-«
0,9-10"

2-10"

*'D. E. Aspnes and A. A. Studna, Phys. Rev. B. 278, 985 ( 1983).

strongly excited electron-hole subsystem of the crystal,
which was mentioned in the introduction. We shall deter-
mine the recombination time from the formula

___n^_ _ 1 (1.2)
^c~ tr ' T r~ Cnl •

(We note that screening of Coulomb interactions in a
dense plasma limits the decrease in rt with increasing nc.
Thus, according to theoretical estimates,24 rr decreases
asymptotically to the value rr = 6 ps when nc exceeds the
value «c = 1021 cm~3.)

For sufficiently powerful pulses with rp > rr a station-
ary state of the carrier density is established. From the equa-
tion for the nonequilibrium carrier density

at ~ dz

(D is the diffusion coefficient) with dnc = dt = 0 and neg-
lecting diffusion, we obtain R = G, whence, using (1.2) and
Table I, we have with rp = 15 ns in Si and A = 532 nm:

0iT

This estimate is valid if the distance over which the carrier
diffuses before recombining is /r = (Drr )1 / 25a~', where
a~ ' is the absorption length. In our example D~ 10 cm2/s,
and /r ̂ 10~4 crn~a

e-e(1CT14s)

e-p1(1CT13- 1(rl2s)

Auger (S 10

FIG. 2. Schematic energy diagram of electronic transitions in a semicon-
ductor under the conditions of intense laser irradiation (Ref. 8, p. 6). 1)
Interband absorption; 2 ,3) absorption of light by free carriers. The letters
e-e and e-p denote the electron-electron and electron-phonon collisions;
Auger indicates Auger processes.

The estimates made above show that for G0£1030

cm~3/s the nonequilibrium carrier density nc under typical
conditions for laser annealing can easily exceed the value
nc = 1019 cm~3. We shall call such a state a highly excited
state.

With such high carrier densities the frequency of colli-
sions between carriers TV-'e ~T<Mi~nc (7V-'e~1014

with nc s;1019 cm~3) exceeds the inverse emission time of
longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO) optical phonons
T-^m~T-_}

LO~\Ol4+lOt3 s"1, which is independent of
(or weakly dependent on) nc.

26 Intraband relaxation over
energies in the highly excited state therefore occurs over a
time of the order of re _ e owing to interparticle collisions,
conserving the total energy of the system of carriers. In addi-
tion, as already pointed out, in this state Auger recombina-
tion processes also conserve the total energy of the system of
carriers. Because of these two circumstances virtually all of
the absorbed energy of the laser pulse at times of the order of
rc _ e remains within the plasma subsystem of the semicon-
ductor and "is thermalized" — the energy distribution of the
electrons and holes are thermal distributions, characterized
by the same values of the temperatures: Te =Th=Tc (see
Fig. 1 ) . The latter quantity depends on the absorbed energy
and can substantially exceed the temperature of the lattice T
(which at these times remains practically equal to the start-
ing temperature T0) . The value of 7"c , of course, depends on
the density nc , and fornc ~ 1021 cm'3 the temperature of the
hot carriers can reach values of Tc ~ 104 K.24'27

Thus in the highly excited state at times
f ~ r c _ e ~ 1 0 ~ 1 4 s t h e semiconductor is characterized by the
existence of an extremely hot (7"e~104 K) and dense
( nc ~ I O2 ' cm - 3 ) plasma and a hot lattice ( T~ T0 s 300 K ) .

An analogous anamolous heating of the electronic sub-
system (with the phonon system remaining cold) was dis-
cussed for metals theoretically in Ref. 68; in recent years
reports of experiments in which this electron-phonon non-
equilibrium state was recorded with the use of femtosecond
laser pulses (though indirectly) have appeared.69

At low excitation levels («c < 1019 cm~3) the emission
time of optical phonons in the semiconductor re_LO < T C _ C ,
and the relaxation of excited carriers over energies occurs
overatimere^L O~10~1 3s~1 owing to the emission of opti-
cal phonons.189
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FIG. 3. a) Experimental dependence of the intraband energy relaxation
time for electrons (re) in Al034GaOM As on the average intensity of the
laser pump /28 (for /~1 mV, the density of photoexcited electrons
ne ~7 • 1018 cm~3); b) the solid line, computed in Ref. 29, is the theoreti-
cal dependence of the time Te in GaAs (7~;300 K) on the free-carrier
density neglecting intervalley scattering; the broken curve is the same, but
taking into account intervalley scattering using the data from the experi-
ment of Ref. 29.

As pointed out in the introduction, the direct observa-
tion of relaxation over energies from the photoexcited non-
equilibrium carrier distribution became possible with the ad-
vent of lasers generating femtosecond pulses. 13~15 The times
re _ L0 and rc_e in the semiconductor Alx Ga, _ x As
(x = 0.34) were measured in Ref. 28. The results of this
experiment are shown in Fig. 3 (an excitation intensity of the
order of 1 mW corresponds, according to the estimates in
Ref. 28, to a carrier density of the order of 1019 cm"3). It is
evident that when nc 5 1019 cm~3 electron-phonon colli-
sions make the main contribution to the effective relaxation
constant r~' = r~le + rjl'^o > i-e-> tne intraband relaxation
timere =sre_LO and is independent of nc, while for «c £ 1019

cm""3 the interparticle collisions make the main contribu-
tion and re sj re _ e ~ 1 /ne. The experimental results of Ref.
28, obtained for Alx Ga, _ x As, are to a certain extent appli-
cable also to GaAs, which follows from their good agree-
ment with the theoretical calculations of TC , presented for
GaAs in Ref. 29.

The simple picture of the single-electron intraband re-
laxation, studied above, as we saw, is confirmed by experi-
ment. Nevertheless in the general case the possibility of the
manifestation of collective and nonlinear effects in the dense
plasma must be taken into account. Thus screening of the
electron-phonon interaction30 can cause the time re _ L0 to
increase with nc. The critical densities at which the effect of
screening on Te_LO becomes important are, according to
theoretical estimates,24 of the order of 1019 - 1021 cm"3 de-
pending on the type of electron-phonon scattering. Experi-
mental data supporting the existence of this effect are pre-
sented in Ref. 30, which is devoted to the study of hot
carriers in semiconductors with the help of picosecond la-
sers. In addition, the value of re _ L0 can be affected by the
change in the populations of the phonon modes owing to
emission of phonons accompanying cascade relaxation of
carriers to the bottom of the band.

It is well known25'31 that at very low plasma tempera-
tures (r~4 K) and densities much lower than those studied
here (nc~1017 cm"3) exchange and correlation effects
radically change the nature of the plasma, causing it to con-
dense into an electron-hole liquid. The possibility that such
effects also appear at high temperatures and high levels of

excitation has not been excluded. The hypothesis that the
formation and condensation of excitons occur under the
conditions of laser annealing was stated by van Vechten (see
the review of Ref. 32 ) . This idea formed the foundation for
the so-called plasma model of laser annealing ( see Sec. 1.3).

1.2. Electron-phonon relaxation and heating of the lattice

Because the initial difference between the carrier tem-
perature Tc and the lattice temperature TMs large, the prob-
ability of phonon emission by carriers is much higher than
the probability of phonon absorption, so that the rate of en-
ergy transfer from the hot plasma to the lattice is indepen-
dent of T. The expression for this rate can therefore be writ-
ten in the form

„_ ftCD0ne (1.3)

^""V^o"'
where <a0xlQ12 — 1013 s~' is the frequency of the optical
phonon. Energy transfer from the electron subsystem to the
nonequilibrium optical phonons occurs over times longer
than re _ L0 (see below). At these times the diffusion of hot
carriers changes the value of ne from the estimates of Sec. 1.

To estimate the value of ne for t > re _ L0 we shall write
the balance equation for the total energy density of the sys-
tem of hot carriers Ee

 33:

= GO (Hrn-E,) «-« + <ee> D ^- -nunB.tS.Lo. ( 1.4)

The first term on the right side describes the increment to the
energy owing to photoexcitation of electron-hole pairs; the
second term describes the diffusion outflow of energy into
the bulk of the medium «£e) =Ee/ne is the energy per
carrier); and, the last term determines the rate of energy
transfer to the lattice.

The density nc decays with distance into the medium
over the characteristic distance /e = min (a ~ ' ,/„,), where /„,
the effective diffusion length; see below. It is evident from
(1.4) that the effective time constant for establishing the
stationary state is T^ ' = Dl ~ ̂  + T* JL'0 , where
rf-ix> = «£e)/^uo)Te-Lo is the time over which a hot car-
rier gives up its energy (ee ) to the lattice in the process of
(fe)/fty0~10— 102 acts of phonon emission (rf_LO

~10-'2-Hr10 s, (Da2)-1 -10-" s, Z>~10 cmVs,
a~105 cm""1). At times t>rE we have dEc/dt = Q, and
from (1.4) we obtain an inhomogeneous equation for the
stationary density «e. Its solution has the form (dne/

(tua- Eg) fr' „.

Here the effective diffusion length is /„ = (Dr*_ L0)1/2.
In the presence of weak optical absorption (a < / ~'),

for the rate of energy transfer to the lattice we have from
(1.3) and (1.4)

S = GO (ftw — Ef)e-<". d-6)

In this case the laser energy stored in the electronic subsys-
tem is transferred to the lattice at the same rate and in the
same amount with which it is absorbed.

In the presence of strong absorption (a>/ ~ ') we have
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al*
(1.7)

Now the absorbed laser energy is transferred to the lattice in
a layer of thickness /„,, determined by diffusion, and the rate
at which energy is transferred at the surface z = 0 is a factor

lower than with (1.7). The coefficient of diffusion

£> =

at high temperatures (7"c~104 K) can reach values of
D~ 102 cmVs-' and /*=; 10~5 - 10~4 cm. Thus the diffu-
sion of hot carriers can substantially decrease the rate at
which the lattice is heated.

Energy transfer at times T*_ LO,TO g°es mto definite op-
tical vibrational modes of the lattice, and the probability of
the emission of acoustical phonons by electrons is substan-
tially lower. Acoustical (transverse TA or longitudinal LA)
phonons with a nonthermal spectrum form as a result of the
decay of each optical phonon into a pair of acoustical phon-
ons (Ref. 42; Fig. 4).

These processes occur over times rL O_T A, rL O_L A.
Finally, owing to the scattering of phonons by one another
the energy is gradually thermalized over times r L A _ T ,
TTA T. It should be noted that because of the differences in
the thermalization times (r~'~o)3

hon ) at very short times
there is not enough time for the low-frequency and especially
the long-wavelength phonons (in particular, optical phon-
ons) to become thermalized, while the short-wavelength
phonons are already completely thermalized. This circum-
stance should be kept in mind when interpreting the contro-
versial results of experiments on the measurement of the lat-
tice temperature by the methods of Raman scattering (see
Sec. 2.3.3).

The entire process of energy transfer from the initial
electron-hole excitation to thermal vibrations of the lattice
can be characterized by an effective energy-thermalization
time re _ T.

A theoretical estimate of the phonon-phonon relaxa-
tion time34 gives rL O L A_T A ~ 10~12 s. Experiments on the
study of fast phonon-phonon relaxation in semiconductors,
carried out at low temperatures (T~4 K) and low intensi-
ties of the exciting radiation (nc < 1019 cm^3),35~38 con-
firmed this estimate.

LD

-0,5 1.0

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the decay of high-energy long-wavelength
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons, produced during the relaxation of hot
carriers, into longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) acoustic phonons
with conservation of energy and momentum in each event and an example
of the subsequent chain of decays."1

In addition, in a series of experiments performed at
T0 = 300 K and high W (under conditions of laser anneal-
ing) it was demonstrated that the effective energy thermali-
zation time is very short and is equal to re _ T S 1 ps (see Ref.
39 and Sec. 2.2).

Assuming now that the energy is thermalized practical-
ly instantaneously, the rate at which the lattice is heated by
the laser pulse can be estimated. Using (1.8), we have at the
surface (z = 0), neglecting diffusion of heat and hot carri-
ers.

dT

here cv is the heat capacity per unit volume, and T is the
temperature of the lattice. For&>~4x 1015 s"', rp ~30 ns,
W~ 1 J/cm2, c,, ~ 1 J/cm3 K and G0 = 1030 crn^s-' we
have dT/dt~ 1012 deg/s. Even higher values of dT/dt are
reached when picosecond pulses are used (Gn~ 1033

cm~3s~') . Such enormous rates of pulsed laser heating,
which cannot be achieved by ordinary thermal heating of the
surface of a semiconductor, open up unique possibilities for
stimulating nonequilibrium phase transitions at the surface;
their kinetics are best studied by the methods of ultrafast
linear and nonlinear laser spectroscopy (see Sees. 1.3, 2.2,
and 2.3).

A more accurate quantitative description of lattice
heating by a laser pulse when rp > re _ T is obtained thermo-
dynamically with the help of the solution of the heat-con-
duction equation. The heat source in this equation, S, is de-
fined in terms of the rate at which energy is transferred to the
lattice under the condition that the energy is instantaneously
thermalized.

The equation of heat conduction is the starting equation
for studying the laser annealing process from the viewpoint
of the thermal mode39"41 (see Sees. 1.3, 2.3.1). Equations of
this type are also used in the analysis of a number of nonlin-
ear-optical processes occurring on the surfaces of semicon-
ductors, metals, dielectrics, and their alloys, which are de-
termined by the spatially and temporally periodic heating of
the surface by laser radiation (see Sec. 3).

1.3. Impulsive laser annealing of semiconductor surfaces.
Thermal and plasma mechanisms of annealing

The phenomenon of impulsive laser annealing (ILA) in
the narrow, intrinsic meaning of this concept, consists of
extremely fast (usually within several tens of nanoseconds)
restoration of the crystalline structure of the previously dis-
ordered or even completely amorphous surface layer of the
semiconductor material by the action of a powerful laser
pulse the energy of whose quanta exceeds the gap width.

This interesting and practically important effect, dis-
covered in our country in the mid-1970's,5'6 has now been
comprehensively studied and is extensively used in the tech-
nology of semiconducting materials (see the reviews and
monographs of Refs. 6-12). Impulsive laser annealing is
most widely used to eliminate structural imperfections and
radiation defects introduced into the surface layer of a crys-
tal during ion implantation, i.e., when the required impuri-
ties are injected into this layer by bombardment of the sur-
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face with accelerated ions of these impurities.43

For example, ILA provides a technologically important
possibility of obtaining perfect crystalline structures in the
surface layers with dopant concentrations which are not at-
tainable with ordinary thermal annealing (up to 1021 cm~3

and higher44).
Such high impurity concentrations cannot be obtained

in the usual method of annealing of the structural defects
introduced by ion bombardment by slow heating in a furnace
(up to 900-1000° C) and equally slow cooling43 because of
the diffusion of impurity particles into the bulk of the materi-
al, which is unavoidable with this method.45 With fast im-
pulsive laser annealing diffusion of impurities is substantial-
ly suppressed.

Aside from applications in microelectronics, the perfect
crystalline layers, obtained with the help of ILA, with ultra-
high concentrations of minority carriers are of physical in-
terest. Under these conditions it is possible to observe pro-
cesses occurring because of the presence of a dense plasma
(softening of the phonon modes with increasing carrier den-
sity46 and change in the gap width as a function of «c

47),
which are difficult to realize, as well as to record the
nc -dependent optical and electrical phenomena in semicon-
ductors.48

The spatial coherence of laser radiation used for ILA
enables the creation of periodic spatial structures on the sur-
face of the annealed crystal, for example, gratings formed by
alternating crystalline and amorphous regions (so-called in-
terference laser annealing49'50).

It has been proposed that the ultrafast regeneration of
the perfect crystalline structure during ILA be used for nar-
rowing the gamma emission lines of short-lived nuclear
isomers, excited by pulsed neutron pumping.51 Intense neu-
tron pumping, which is required in order to amplify gamma
emission, unavoidably destroys the crystalline structure and
eliminates the possibility of utilizing the Mossbauer and
Bormann effects to optimize the parameters of a gamma la-
ser. The use of ILA for regeneration of the crystalline struc-
ture within several tens of nanoseconds after excitation of
the nuclei can help solve this problem.51

Since the discovery of the phenomenon of impulsive la-
ser annealing, theoreticians and experimenters have expend-
ed great effort on the clarification of the physical mechanism
of ILA. Thus far two alternative mechanisms for ILA have
been studied: "thermal" and "plasma."

The traditional "thermal" model of laser annealing39"41

is based on the idea of fast energy transfer from the system of
hot carriers to the lattice (see Sec. 1.2). According to this
model, in those cases when the energy density of the laser
pulse Wis high enough, an amorphous surface layer 50-500
nm thick melts, and a first-order phase transition occurs.
The melt front moves rapidly from the surface into the bulk
of the material and reaches the crystalline substrate. With
the opposite motion of the melt front toward the surface, as
the sample cools after termination of the pulse, epitaxial
growth of the crystal occurs. Analytical estimates, based on
the assumption that all the energy in the laser pulse is rapidly
transferred to the lattice (see Sec. 3.6) and the numerical

solution of the heat-conduction equation (see below, Fig. 8),
show that the melting temperature is easily reached for val-
ues of W typically used in ILA (see also Refs. 44 and 45).

In accordance with Lindemann's criterion,52 melting of
the crystal (T — Tmeh) begins when the mean-square dis-
placement of an atom from its equilbrium position ( ( u 2 ) ) is
a definite fraction x of the squared unit-cell size a2 (for most
materials 0.2 < x < 0.25). At high temperatures we have

(1.8)

where M is the mass of the atom, TD is the Debye tempera-
ture (T> TD), ./Vis the number of atoms in the crystal, and
q} is the amplitude of they'th normal mode of the acoustic
vibrations of the crystal. Then the melting temperature is
equal to

Tmch = -^-MkTlaz.

(For Si, for example, rD = 625K,a = 1.18 A, and x = 0.2,
and from the given formula we have Tmslt =1685 K, in
agreement with the experimental value.)

The question of whether or not the solid-liquid phase
transition occurs after the energy is thermalized over all
phonon modes/ (1 <j <N) entering into (1.8) or when only
several of the strongest "built up" phonon modes have such
large amplitudes q} that Lindemann's criterion holds re-
mains open.

The thermal model of laser annealing is confirmed by
comprehensive investigations of semiconductor surfaces
during and after termination of the laser pulse. This includes
a large number of experiments on ultrafast laser spectrosco-
py of the surface of strongly excited semiconductors (see
Sec. 2). Measurements of the velocities of atoms evaporated
from the surface during laser annealing show that the tem-
perature of the surface reaches approximately 2000 K, i.e., it
exceeds the melting temperature of Si.53 The thermal model
is also confirmed by measurements of the temporal evolution
of the temperature with the help of synchrotron x-ray radi-
ation,54'55 the photoemission and electrical conductiv-
ity,56'57 and the impurity distribution after laser anneal-
ing.58'44'45

At the same time many investigators continue to defend
another point of view regarding the mechanism of pulsed
laser annealing, developing the so-called plasma or collec-
tive model of ILA.32'59

In the thermal model a crystal melts owing to intense
thermal motion of the lattice atoms, whereas in the plasma
model the solid-liquid phase transition is caused by "soften-
ing" of the transverse acoustic phonons in covalent semicon-
ductors accompanying growth of the electron-hole plasma
density:

where/~ 1 ( for Si,/= 0.85), ex is the dielectric permittivi-
ty of the crystal, and n is the number density of the atoms.
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This effect is determined by the fact that in the transition out
of the valence band into the conduction band an electron is
transferred out of a bonding state into an antibonding state,
so that the covalent bond is weakened. The softening of
acoustic phonons can also lower the temperature of "ordi-
nary" melting.60

The experimental foundation for the plasma model are
the measurements of the lattice temperature by the method
of Raman scattering (RS) oflight (see Sec. 2). The tempera-
ture estimated from the ratio of the intensities of the Stokes
and anti-Stokes components of RS in Si during impulsive
laser annealing at first turned out to be equal to only 600
K 61,62 The resuits Of the first RS studies were criticized by a
number of authors,63'64 but in subsequent publications on
this subject Compaan et a/.65'66 continued to defend the va-
lidity of their first results; the latest study by von der Linde's
group212 possibly closed this discussion.

Another difference between the predictions of the two
models, which can be checked experimentally, is the differ-
ence in the symmetry of the phase forming under the action
of the laser pulse. In the thermal model the melt which is
formed is an isotropic medium, while in the plasma model, in
accordance with Ref. 67, the dipole-dipole interaction
between excitons must give rise to the formation of a noncen-
trosymmetrical exciton state with Td symmetry (similar to
the symmetry of GaP and GaAs crystals). The generation of
the second harmonic in reflection is sensitive to the symme-
try of the surface layer. The first experiments on the genera-
tion of the second harmonic of the probing radiation in re-
flection in GaAs1 "support the thermal model (seeSec. 2.3).
The same result was later obtained in Ref. 16, where the
second harmonic of the probing radiation from Si under the
action of a powerful femtosecond laser pulse was observed.

Thus although a large part of the experimental results
on the study of the mechanism of impulsive laser annealing
supports the thermal model, some experiments contradict it
but are in agreement with the plasma model.32

Another nonthermal model of laser annealing was pro-
posed in Ref. 70. According to this model, during annealing
a Peierls dielectric-to-metal and metal-to-dielectric phase
transition occurs. The possibility of annealing defects owing
to the appearance of relative vibrations of sublattices in a
crystal was also studied on the basis of this model.71 A model
of "cold" melting of the lattice owing to the generation of
static stresses accompanying the absorption of the laser
pulse was recently developed.190

It may therefore be concluded that the lack of a com-
plete physical picture of the interaction of laser radiation
with the surface of a semiconductor is largely determined by
the lack of experimental diagnostic procedures which are
adequate for the physical problem under study. It is precise-
ly for this reason that in recent years fundamentally new
methods of diagnostics of laser-induced phase transitions on
the surfaces of solids, which we shall discuss in the next sec-
tion (see also the conclusion), were developed in a number
of laboratories.

2. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR OPTICAL METHODS FOR
RECORDING THE STATE AND LASER-INDUCED PHASE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SURFACES OF CONDENSED
MEDIA

We already pointed out in the Introduction that the
most dramatic result of the progress in laser technology over
the last two to three years was the development and use in
physical experiments of lasers emitting ultrashort pulses of
femtosecond duration. 13~15'72"75 Of course, we cannot give
an exhaustive review of the application of ultrashort laser
pulses to the study of all types of fast photoprocesses in solids
(there already exist a good review of previous work on this
subject,30 collective monographs,74'76 and proceedings of in-
ternational conferences on ultrafast phenomena14'75'77"80).
Nevertheless, in this section, we shall briefly review the stud-
ies published in the last three to four years on the use of
pulsed laser techniques for diagnostics of fast processes on
the surfaces of solids (Sec. 2.1); we shall study in greater
detail the nonlinear-optical aspect of these studies separately
in Sees. 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1. New data from linear optical spectroscopy on fast laser-
induced processes on semiconductor and metal surfaces

2.1.1. Investigation of reflection from a surface in real time
under the conditions of I LA

The works of D. Auston et a/.81'82 on the measurement
as a function of time of the linear optical reflection from the
surface of a semiconductor subjected to ILA provided the
impetus for extensive application of nonperturbing local
highly informative methods of optical spectroscopy for diag-
nostics of fast laser-induced phase transitions on the surfaces
of solids. The well-known controversy, which was later re-
solved, regarding the physical mechanism of pulsed laser
annealing arose during these studies, and important data on
processes occurring on the surfaces of semiconductors and
metals were obtained.

The femtosecond dynamics of optical reflection from a
Si surface subjected to ILA under the action of a 90-fs pulse
was studied for the first time in a recent work by Shank et
al.16 The main laser was a dye laser with self-locked longitu-
dinal modes, in which the technique of "colliding pulses"
was used. A single 90-fs pulse picked out by an electrooptical
shutter was amplified in a cascade of pulsed amplifiers and
divided into two channels. The pulse in one channel served
as the annealing pulse; the weaker pulse in the other channel
was the probe pulse. To perform measurements in a wide
spectral range, the frequency of the probe pulse was convert-
ed into a broad continuum (covering practically the entire
visible and including the near-//? ranges) with the help of
stimulated Raman scattering and the accompanying nonlin-
ear processes in a cell with heavy water. The entire process of
carrying out the measurements and collecting the experi-
mental data was controlled by a microcomputer. The reflec-
tion of the probe pulse from the (111) surface of crystalline
Si in different spectral regions as a function of the delay of
the probe pulse relative to the annealing pulse was studied.
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FIG. 5. The reflection of the (111) surface of crystalline sili-
con as a function of the delay time between the annealing
(/I = 620nm,rp = 90 fs) and probing pulses for three values
of the probing wavelength.16 The solid lines with W— 0.63
Wth were calculated taking into account carrier diffusion in-
side the crystal; the solid lines for W> Wth were calculated
on the basis of the model of a thin layer of melt of variable
thickness; the broken curves with W=4 fftll were drawn
"freehand".

Figure 5 shows the experimental data16 for three values
of the probing wavelengths: lf = 1000, 678, and 440 nm.
The energy density of the annealing pulse Wis given in units
of the threshold energy, Wth = 0.1 J/cm2; the latter was de-
termined by the appearance of an amorphous film on the
silicon surface.

Shank et a/.16 proposed a quite simple physical model,
which explains all their data.

According to this model, at the earliest stage, several
hundreds of femtoseconds after the annealing pulse is ab-
sorbed in the surface layer with a thickness of d =;a~'~3
/zm (a is the coefficient of absorption of the annealing radi-
ation with A, = 620 nm), the changes in the reflection of the
probe pulse with A.p = 1000 and 670 nm are caused by the
dense photostimulated electron-hole plasma. (This stage
was previously observed by von der Linde et a/.83 and by
Bloembergen et a/.84)

The optical properties of the plasma are described by
the dielectric permittivity

(2.1)

where cop = (4irnee
2/m*£0)

112 is the plasma frequency, «e

is the carrier density, m* is the reduced mass, and £„ charac-
terizes the contribution of the lattice and the interband tran-
sitions.

According to estimates, for W-0.6 Wth «e =5 • 1021

cm~3 (for m*~m—the mass of a free electron; see, how-
ever, the objections in Ref. 85). As W increases, both «e and
op increase, so that the drop in the coefficient of reflection at
A = 1 pm when cop >u> is replaced by a rise when cop «u.
From a comparison of Figs. 5a-c it may be concluded that
the maximum value of cop corresponded to the wavelength
Ap, 678 nm <A p < 1000 nm.

The change in the coefficient of reflection at long delay
times is explained by heating and fast melting of the surface
layer owing to the energy transferred to the lattice from the
plasma, and the motion of the melt front into the crystal.

The solid lines in Fig. 5 were calculated taking these two
stages into account.

Thus, for the first time, the optical characteristics of
strongly excited silicon (about 10% of whose valence elec-
trons are excited into the conduction band) immediately pri-
or to and during subpicosecond melting of its crystal lattice
were recorded in this experiment. The melting process pro-
ceeded on time scales (hundreds of femtoseconds) compara-
ble to the period of the vibrations in the LO phonon (70 fs).
This circumstance forces Shank et a/.16 to pose the serious
conceptual question about what should be understood by
melting over such short time intervals. Of course, the ques-
tion formulated in Sec. 1 regarding the existence (or ab-
sence) of thermodynamic equilibrium in the phonon subsys-
tem in such short time intervals also remains open.

It should be pointed out, however, that, as in the case of
the earlier results obtained by Auston81'82 and other data
from linear optical spectroscopy, the data in Ref. 16 can also
be interpreted from the viewpoint of the "plasma" model of
ILA32 (see Sec. 1.1). To give a more unequivocal answer to
this question, data from nonlinear-optical spectroscopy,
which carries structural information (see Sec. 2.3), must be
invoked.

A large volume of experimental data on the picosecond
stage of ILA of Si and Ge surfaces was collected in the works
of Bloembergen et ai^

39-S4-Sf>-90
 who also used the technique

of measuring the changes in the optical reflection by the an-
nealed surface.

Together with optical reflection, diagnostics of the ILA
process is also performed by measuring the temporal behav-
ior of the optical transmission of thin semiconducting films
under conditions of impulsive laser action. The interpreta-
tion of the transmission data evidently requires a knowledge
of the distribution of the absorption coefficient both along
the direction of propagation of the probing beam and along
the radius. It is clear that these data are by no means always
accessible, so that errors can arise in the interpretation of the
transmission data. Thus the assertion made in Ref. 91 based
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on transmission data for thin Si films that melting does not
occur in ILA turned out to be incorrect (see Refs. 92-94).

2.1.2. Raman and Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering of light
by laser-excited surfaces of semiconductors

The measurements of the temperature of the Si surface
subjected to ILA with the help of spontaneous Raman scat-
tering (RS) of light, carried out by Compaan et al. ,95'96 gave
rise to substantial disagreements and a long-standing con-
troversy. In these experiments the ratio of the intensities of
the Stokes 7S and the anti-Stokes 7as components of RS by
the 522-cm~' mode of the crystalline silicon, which serves as
a measure of the degree of heating of the substance under
study, was measured. The lattice temperature can be deter-
mined from the following formula61'63:

-V — C " + 1 _reM3/tr (2.2)
/as n '

where n is the occupation number of the phonon modes, H is
the frequency of the phonon studied, T is the lattice tempera-
ture,

(2.3)"as / aas

cos = o) — Q, coas = co + Q

are the frequencies of the Stokes and anti-Stokes compo-
nents of the RS, respectively; as (<7as) are the cross sections
for the Stokes (anti-Stokes) RS; and, a, asas are the coeffi-
cients of absorption at the frequencies ca, <ys, and <yas, respec-
tively.

The first measurements of the lattice temperature using
this technique95'96 gave the value T^ 700 K, i.e., much lower
than the melting temperature of Si (rmelt~1680 K), for
W~ 0.3-0.4 J/cm2, which obviously exceeds the threshold
of the ILA effect. These results were later questioned by a
number of authors,63'64'87'97 and a repeat experiment by von
der Linde and Wartmann62'63 initially gave a much higher
value of T, equal to or exceeding the value of Tmelt for silicon.
Later more accurate measurements by Compaan's
group61'65 and then a combined experiment by Compaan and
von der Linde66 gave results which were close to the initial
data obtained by Compaan's group, i.e., they gave a value of
the surface temperature of a Si sample subjected to ILA
which was two times lower than the melting temperature
under normal conditions. Later, however, it was acknowl-
edged that if all sources of error are correctly taken into
account, then a surface temperature during ILA close to the
melting temperature is obtained.212

The main difficulties in the experiments on the deter-
mination of T from the RS spectra are linked to the required
high spatial and temporal resolution of the experiment, the
determination of the factor C in the formula (2.2), and the
temperature dependence of the position of the RS lines.

We already pointed out in Sec. 1 that most experimental
data, including direct measurements of the surface tempera-
ture from measurements of the velocities of the evaporated
atoms53 and scattering of x-rays,54'55 unequivocally indicate
that the Si surface melts during ILA. It should be noted,
however, that phonons from the center of the Brillouin zone,

with practically zero wave vectors, are manifested in the RS,
while melting proceeds primarily with the participation of
mainly short-wavelength phonons from the periphery of the
first Brillouin zone; the latter phonons can be "hot" enough
for Lindemann's criterion (1.8) for melting of the lattice to
hold, while the former phonons, owing to the supposed non-
equilibrium state of the phonon subsystem (see Sec. 1.1),
remain relatively cold.

To clarify this situation, data from active Raman-scat-
tering spectroscopy with high temporal and spectral resolu-
tion could be very useful (see Refs. 21, 214).

Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering spectra, under con-
ditions of significant excitation of the surface layers of a
semiconducting crystal owing to direct interband absorption
of laser radiation, also exhibit anomalies in a number of
cases. A marked increase in the ratio of the anti-Stokes and
Stokes components of Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering by
surface acoustic waves in GaAs accompanying an increase
in the intensity of argon laser radiation used to excite the
spectra was observed by Schmidt and Dansfeld.98 The ob-
served growth was too strong to be attributed solely to an
increase in the lattice temperature accompanying an in-
crease in the absorbed optical radiation energy. The effect
could be linked to the stimulated generation of acoustic
phonons accompanying indirect transitions into the region
of optical absorption decreasing with frequency.99

2.1.3. Optical recording of the periodic change in the surface
structure and relief

Interference impulsive laser annealing (ILA) ,49> 10° rea-
lizable with two crossed coherent light beams, produces a
periodic sequence of crystalline (annealed) and amorphous
(unannealed) sections in the surface layer of the semicon-
ductor. This artificial periodic surface structure, easily ob-
served by the diffraction of the probing optical beam inci-
dent on it, is a convenient tool for investigating the
conditions of epitaxial growth of crystalline surface layers
forming with ILA; it enables very accurate determination of
the threshold values of the energy density and depth of the
crystallization layer. The formation of such a structure and
its basic characteristics can be easily described on the basis of
the usual thermal model of ILA.101

At the same time, the conditions of ILA can be easily
controlled by changing the spacing of the interference pat-
tern formed by the annealing beams and by changing the
parameters of the laser radiation, in particular, it is possible
to create significant temperature gradients along the sur-
face.102-103

This technique enabled Alferov et al.1"3 to observe,
aside from the main amorphous ring, an additional amor-
phous ring around the section of GaAs irradiated with a
picosecond laser pulse and to attribute it to the manifesta-
tion of a new, previously unknown, phase of the GaAs crys-
tal.

The observation of a diffraction pattern from the prob-
ing beam in the far field on the periodically disturbed relief of
the surface has become in recent years the standard method
for recording such perturbations, forming spontaneously on
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the surfaces of solids under the action of powerful laser radi-
ation (this method was first used for these purposes in Refs.
104 and 180; see Sec. 3).

2.2. Nonlinear-optical diagnostics of laser-induced phase
transitions on a semiconductor surface; generation of optical
harmonics and combination frequencies in reflection

2.2.1. Nonlinear optical diagnostics of the surface

Substantially new information on the state of the sur-
face layers can be obtained from an analysis of their nonlin-
ear response, manifested in nonlinear reflection, i.e., in the
appearance of optical harmonics and combination frequen-
cies in the reflected light beam. The physics of the phenome-
non is quite simple (see below, Fig. 6).

Optical harmonics and combination frequencies, which
are absent in the spectrum of the laser beam incident on the
interface, appear in the reflected light because of the uncom-
pensated "backwards" radiation of optically induced oscil-
lators from the boundary layers of the nonlinear medium.
Because of the nonlinearity of the oscillators in the reflecting
medium the "backwards" reradiated field, which in classical
optics gives rise to the usual "Fresnel" reflection, contains,
in addition to the frequency components initially present in
the spectrum of the incident field, also new spectral compo-
nents with multiple and combination frequencies.

We should mention that the general regularities of non-
linear reflection described above were established more than
20 years ago.105

In Ref. 18 we called attention to the fact that the anisot-
ropy and nonlocal nature of the nonlinear response of the
surface layer (in many cases they are important under condi-
tions when the linear response is isotropic and local) are
sources of unique information on the fine details of the crys-
talline structure. Subsequent work showed that nonlinear
optical methods are extremely informative and fast and have
high spatial resolution.

The application of modern means for filtering and accu-
mulating weak optical signals as well as the use of high-in-
tensity pico- and femtosecond pulses, following with high
frequency one after another, now enable recording easily
and reliably the nonlinear optical response of a surface and
using it to obtain structural information about the surface
under study (which is often, inaccessible to linear optical
methods).

These effects are now used for the observation of molec-
ular layers adsorbed on the surfaces of solids, surface excita-
tions, and their interaction with one another and with vol-
ume electromagnetic waves.106"112

In a series of studies,18'113'114 carried out in our labora-
tory, the phenomenon of second-harmonic generation
(SHG) in reflection from the surface j)f a noncentrosymme-
trical gallium arsenide crystal (class 43 m) was first used to
study the dynamics of ILA. In its simplest variant the es-
sence of the proposed method consists of the following: the
surface layer of the crystal becomes centrosymmetrical as a
result of melting (or being rendered amorphous by ion im-
plantation ) and therefore does not make a dipole contribu-
tion to the reflected second harmonic. Restoration of the

crystalline lattice during the ILA process causes the appear-
ance of the reflected wave of the second harmonic of the
probing radiation. Measurement of the intensity of this sec-
ond harmonic as a function of time enables studying the dy-
namics of recrystallization of the surface of the sample dur-
ing ILA. Analysis of the polarization characteristics of the
second harmonic enables extraction of information on the
quality of the amorphous and restored crystalline lattice,
while measurement of the time dependence of SHG gives
information on the dynamics of phase transformations of the
crystal surface accompanying ILA.

Soon after the publication of our first results on SHG in
GaAs18 (see also the note in Ref. 128 ) studies in which SHG
was observed in reflection from the centrosymmetrical Si
crystal under conditions of strong excitation close to ILA
appeared.129'130 The effect was interpreted in Ref. 130 (ap-
parently incorrectly) in terms of a change in the symmetry
of the crystal and the generation of Fresnel excitons. Shank
et al.,126 who correctly interpreted the SHG in Si as the man-
ifestation of the nonlocal nonlinearity of a quadrupole type
(see Sec. 2.3.4), used this effect for the diagnostics of struc-
tural changes of the surface during the first phase of ILA —
melting of the surface layer — on a subpicosecond time scale.
Very recently the anisotropy of the nonlinear response of the
"reconstructed" silicon surface was used to study phase
transitions on the surface. 154

2.2.2. Theory of generation of optical harmonics in re flection.
Nonlinear surface source

The starting point for the theoretical analysis of nonlin-
ear reflection are Maxwell's equations with the correspond-
ing nonlinear sources and boundary conditions, taking into
account the continuity of the tangential components of the
field at the interface.115-118

Neglecting the magnetic dipole contribution, we can,
by using the definition in Ref. 1 1 8, write down for the com-
ponents of the volume nonlinear polarization vector />NL the
following expression:

where

di=—exi, Q „ = — -i- extx,

are, respectively, the components of the dipole vector and
the quadrupole-moment tensor, arising in each unit cell in
the volume of the crystal under the action of the optical field;
the angular brackets (...}av indicate averaging over all elec-
trons in the cell; N is the total number of unit cells per unit
volume; the gradient operator, V,- , operates along the coor-
dinate Xj , which gives the position of the selected cell; x, j
characterizes the part of the relative displacement of the
electrons which is nonlinear in the field within one cell. Here
and below repeated indices are summed over from 1 to 3.

The expansion of the source in powers of the field of the
incident wave has the form

(2.5)

(2.6)
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(2.7)

here E} and ̂  are the components of the electric field vec-
tor of the incident light wave; j-j*0, xlfu are the tensors of
the dipole a.ndxfi$, xljuL are the tensors of the quadrupole
quadratic and cubic susceptibilities, respectively:

The tensors x™?' ,̂7*?, J/,3*?,- describe the properties of
the medium giveing rise to the corresponding "volume"
nonlinear optical response. According to Neumann's crys-
tallographic principle, the symmetry of these tensors and,
therefore, the number and mutual coupling of their nonzero
components, are determined by the point symmetry group of
the crystal. The general symmetry rules are the same for
tensors with the same rank, so that, for example, the crystal-
lographic "selection rules" for the components of the tensors
X\f$ and xffu are tne same. And, vice versa, the informa-
tion about the crystalline structure which can be obtained by
determining the symmetry of the last two tensors is, general-
ly speaking, the same.

In what follows we shall require data on the structure of
the nonlinear susceptibility tensors of a number of cubic
crystals, belonging to the centrosymmetric class m3m (to
which crystalline silicon and germanium belong) and the
noncentrosymmetric class 43 m (to which gallium arsenide
and gallium phosphide as well as other crystals belong) . Ac-
cording to Refs. 1 19 and 120 we have:

a) the class m3 m: 1) all^j^0 = 0. 2) Twenty-one of the
8 1 components of the tensors of rank 4 xffu and X^u differ
from zero, and of these only four are independent. In terms
of the principal crystallographic axes these components
have the form

Xllli — 5(2222 — X3333' Xll22 — Xiij j i

Xl212 = K,iji}i Xl221 = Xiy';'i'

where / —j and i,j = 1,2,3. The quantity f Q D

(2.9)

(2.10)

is the parameter of the nonlinear optical anisotropy (in lin-
ear optics these crystals are isotropic), since in an isotropic
medium this quantity vanishes for both dipole and quadru-
pole nonlinearities.

b) The class 43m: 1) The dipole quadratic susceptibility
has one independent component

(2.11)

and five more components, obtained by permuting the in-
dices, equal to it. 2) The tensors of rank four have the same
structure as in the class m3m.

In the expansion (2.6) and (2.7) the quadrupole terms,
as a rule, are much smaller than the dipole terms. An impor-
tant exception are crystals with a center of inversion and
isotropic media, where all Xul° = 0 anc* for this reason the
effects which are quadratic in the field, for example SHG,
are described by the quadrupole (as well as dipole surface
(seebelow)) terms.

It is clear that the symmetry of the surface of a crystal
differs from that of the "volume" part of the crystal (even
without taking into account the unavoidable "restructur-
ings" and the appearance of adsorbed layers ) , so that "surfa-
ce"terms with an analogous structure must, generally speak-
ing, be added to the expansion (2.6). We shall assume that
these terms correspond to the contribution of a thin (several
atomic layers thick) nonrestructured surface section of the
crystal to the nonlinear polarization. The symmetry group of
this layer is evidently a subgroup of the point symmetry
group of the entire crystal.

Taking into account this circumstance the expression
for the polarization which is quadratic in the field assumes
the following form:

Here the susceptibilities marked with the index s describe
the surface contribution, and their symmetry is fixed by the
surface structure. In most cases this contribution can be ne-
glected compared to the volume contribution, but in the par-
ticular case of a centrosymmetric medium this cannot be
done, because the dipole surface and quadrupole volume
contributions to the quadratic polarization may turn out to
be comparable ( for example, in silicon — see below and Ref.
19), while the dipole volume contribution, as already point-
ed out, vanishes."

In centrosymmetrical crystals of class m3m all crystal-
lographic faces also have a center of symmetry, ' 2 ' so that all
components of x^s^> where the indices g, rj, S enumerate
the axes lying in the reflection plane, vanish. Only some of
the components, for which one or three of the indices |", 77,
and S refer to the axis perpendicular to the face under study
differ from zero. We introduce for these nonzero compo-
nents the following notation:

(2)Ds (2)Ds (2)Ds .,(2)Ds
XiJ-±. XJ.I II ' XlJ.l l> Xll II A> (2.12)

where the symbols 1, || correspond to the direction of polar-
ization perpendicular or parallel to the face under study —
the reflection plane, respectively.

The nonlinear surface source described by the suscepti-
bilities (2.12) is evidently insensitive to the orientation of
the crystallographic axes relative to the plane of incidence.

In concluding this section, we shall present expressions
which are more compact than (2.6) and (2.7) and which
will be used below for the quadratic polarization P (2) ( 2a> ) at
the frequency of the second harmonic (SH) of the incident
monochromatic field E = ( l/2)E0e~ tol + c.c. and for the
cubic volume dipole polarization P J3)D(3«) at the frequen-
cy of the third harmonic (TH) of the same field in cubic
crystals and isotropic media. From the definitions (2.6) and
(2.7) and using (2.8) and (2.10), we obtain the following
expression in the principal crystallographic system of co-
ordinates of centrosymmetrical cubic crystals m3m for the
quadrupole volume polarization:

(2co) =
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(VE) + (EE) (EH)» = i -

In ( 2. 1 3 ) the second and fourth index in xlju' correspond to
the frequency a> of the optical field, while the third index
corresponds to the differentiation operation. For dipolar cu-
bic polarization at the frequency of the TH in cubic classes
m3m and 43m we have:

M3)D(3<o) = £D£1+ (x?& + xW?« + xSSi)tf|(EE). (2.14)

In (2.13) and (2.14) summation over the repeated in-
dex / is not performed. The expressions (2.13) and (2.14)
are also valid for isotropic media, if we set f QD = 0.

Instead of the quadrupole susceptibilities Xu$ in iso-
tropic media and cubic crystals a set of different parameters
/?, y, and S is sometimes introduced19'116

P = X(ii'22, Y = TXm2. -«-P-2Y=X?&. (2.15)
Evidently, in an isotropic medium 8 = x\2il?- In addition, in
an isotropic nonconducting medium, as Bloembergen et al.
showed,116 in the low-frequency limit (i.e., for co4Eg/fi,
where Ee is the gap width) the following relations hold:

= 0, (2.16)

where ^< 1 > D (CD) is the linear (dipole) susceptibility of the
medium and N is the density of the valence electrons.

2.2.3. Field of the reflected second and third harmonics,
generated by a nonlinear source

Let a plane wave with frequency o> be incident at an
angle & from the vacuum on the flat boundary of a solid. We
choose the coordinate system so that the boundary coincides
with the plane z = 0 and the plane of incidence coincides
with the plane y = 0; the substance occupies the half-space
z<0. Then the incident light wave is described by the vector

Ein = Y e'- E exP ( - ^T z cos 8— 7- * sin 6)

Xexp( — io)t)+ c.c

= - ein $ exp (ikzz + ikxx - mt) + c.c (2.17)

and

ein = (cos0 cos tp, sin cp, — sin 6 cos q>), (2.18)

where <p is the angle between the plane of incidence and the
polarization vector of the incident wave. The "linear" trans-
mitted and reflected waves are described by the usual Fres-
nel formulas.

The wave passing into the crystal generates in it a non-
linear polarization in accordance with the expansion (2.5)-
(2.7). The polarization dependence of the signal of the re-
flected SH (TH) is determined from the fact that the ampli-
tude of the harmonic wave is proportional to the projection
of the vector of the nonlinear source on the direction of po-
larization of the recorded harmonic. The final form for the
field of the reflected harmonic E H (with frequency «H ) is as
follows19:

E-a^=i- j,*i
(2.19)

where the symbols s and p on the amplitudes of the harmonic
fields refer to s (<p = ir/2) and p (q> = 0) polarization of
these fields; the indices I and 2 on the wave vectors of the
harmonics correspond to the vacuum (2.4) and the nonlin-
ear medium (2.5):

In the simplest case of the generation of the second har-
monic in reflection from a noncentrosymmetric crystal the
volume dipole source quadratic in the field — the first term in
the expansion (2.6) makes the determining contribution to
the nonlinear polarization PNL (2<o) on the right side of Eq.
(2.19) (seeRefs. 105, 118, 122). Information on the struc-
ture of the crystalline surface in this case is contained in the
dependence of the intensity of the SH on the direction of
polarization of the incident radiation relative to the plane of
incidence, 7SH (cp), and on the orientation of the crystal axes
relative to the same plane, 7SH (\f>).

For example, SHG in reflection from the (100) plane of
crystals belonging to the class 43 m (GaAs, GaP), in which
only the quadratic dipole susceptibility is nonvanishing ( see
( 2. 1 1 ) ) , is characterized by the following dependence on op
and if> — the angles between the plane of incidence and the
[010] axis:

'/SH (q>. *) ~ (p(2)D- e°)2

|2 I cos 6 cos 2t|> (1 + cos 2<p)

— sin 2(p sin 2i|5 |2,

(9.

(2.20)

+ cos2q>(cos9sin2i|> — cos2i|)) |2; (2.21)

where ep, es are unit p (in the plane of incidence) and s
(perpendicular to the plane of incidence) polarization vec-
tors and d is the angle of refraction.

For a strictly s or p polarized wave at the fundamental
frequency the dependence /SH,S,P reflects the symmetry of
the (100) plane.

Second-harmonic generation in reflection from a cen-
trosymmetric crystal or an isotropic medium is a much less
efficient process, since it is determined either by the relative-
ly weak volume quadrupole susceptibilities or by the dipole
susceptibilities of several surface atomic layers.

We note first that as follows from (2.10) and (2.16) the
SH signal in reflection from an isotropic medium is polarized
in the plane of incidence both for s and p polarized waves at
the fundamental frequency.

An analogous result also follows from the explicit form
of the dependence ESHs (tp), which we do not present here
because of its cumbersomeness (see, for example, Eq. (34)
in Bloembergen etal.116).
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TABLE II. Dependence of the intensity of the reflected second (SH) and third (TH) harmonics on
the angle $ of rotation of the crystal around the normal to the surface (cubic crystal of class m3m).

the crystal tion of
rom

which the
reflection
occurs

urface of

the
incident
wave

Polariza- Polariza-
tion
of the
harmonic

The dependence /SH = 7SH (
The dependence

/TH = /TH (>!>)

(100)

(111)

I£o.l2sin*4i|)
I Cn 12 sin2 4\b

"
i <r~

1) The coefficients a, b, c are functions of the angle of refraction 0. 2) The general factors
depending solely on the angle 0 are not written out in the formulas. 3) ^s denotes the linear
combination of the susceptibilities ̂  J j fu , ^2i. A'w • X=X\l\?-

Thus the appearance of an s polarized component in the
wave of the second harmonic reflected from a centrosymme-
tric crystal at f> = 0 or <p = ir/2 must be attributed entirely
to the anisotropy of its quadrupole susceptibility: £SH,S ~f Q .

The anisotropy of the quadrupole quadratic (and also
the dipole cubic) susceptibility has another manifestation.
The non vanishing of the parameters f Q (f D ) gives rise to the
appearance of a dependence of the SH (TH) intensity on the
orientation of the crystal relative to the plane of incidence,
i.e., a dependence of the form /SH,TH = ^SH.TH (^) • It is clear
that there is no such dependence in reflection from an iso-
tropic medium.

The results of the calculation of the dependences
ISH(i/>), I T H ( ^ ) for cubic centrosymmetrical crystals of
class m3m in reflection from the (100) and (111) planes in
different polarization configurations are summarized in Ta-
ble II.

It is evident that the dependences 7SH (^), /TH W re-
flect the symmetry of the surface from which the nonlinear
reflection occurs.

In discussing the probing of the state of the surface of a
crystal with the help of nonlinear optical reflection we have
thus far ignored the question of the depth of the surface layer
contributing to the reflected harmonic, i.e., the depth of pen-
etration of the probe into the material under study.

To give a quantitative answer to this question it is neces-
sary to solve the problem of generation of a harmonic in
reflection from a thin layer of a crystal taking into account
the transmission of the incident wave into the layer and re-
flection of the wave from the back face, and then let d—the
thickness of this layer—approach infinity and determine the
values of d > d0 for which the result is independent of the
thickness. The answer lies in the fact that in reflection from a
transparent or weakly absorbing medium, in which volume
nonlinear (dipole or quadrupole) polarization predomi-
nates, d0^A 7477-77, where/I is the probing wavelength.122 If
the reflection occurs from a strongly absorbing medium,

then
j + aH (2.22)

where am, ar (>/t ') are the coefficients of absorption of
the waves at the fundamental frequency and at the harmonic
frequency, respectively. This result can be easily interpreted,
since the reflected harmonic is generated by the radiation
from nonlinear oscillators of the second medium backwards
into the linear medium. In the presence of absorption at fun-
damental and (or) harmonic frequencies, however, the os-
cillators lying at depths below the surface exceeding (2.22)
cannot contribute to the reflected signal.

The foregoing discussion refers to the volume contribu-
tion to the reflected harmonic, since, as already pointed out,
the depth of the layer giving rise to the "surface" nonlinear
dipole response is equal only to several lattice constants.

Although everywhere here we have thus far, for defi-
niteness, talked about the generation of harmonics in reflec-
tion, all the basic results of the analysis can be easily trans-
ferred to the case of generation of the sum (SFG), difference
(DFG), and combination optical frequencies in those situa-
tions, when the incident light field contains two or more
frequency components. The main difference in the last case
from SHG and THG lies in the possibility of fixing different
polarization states by different spectral components of the
pump field, as well as in the possibility of selecting a more
desirable frequency range in which the surface is probed and
the signal is recorded.

A particular case of generation of the sum (or combina-
tion) frequency is the observation of the volume dipole sec-
ond harmonic in reflection from centrosymmetric metals
and semiconductors in the presence of a static electric
field.124'125 Actually, in these experiments the process of
mixing of three frequencies of the following form occurs:
2&> = u> + co + 0, where 0 corresponds to the "frequency" of
the static field. On the surface of centrosymmetric media this
process is described by the dipole cubic susceptibilities x\Tu
(2<a;ca,a>,Q) (compare (2.7)).
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Probing

/ Crystal

= 0.53 nm

FIG. 6. a) General scheme for recording the nonlinear optical response of a semiconductor surface subjected to pulsed laser action. The probing was
performed by weak optical pulses (which do not affect the excitation process) with frequencies to, and co2 (it is assumed that <u, > co2; in the simplest de-
generate case co, — co2); the signals of the second optical harmonic (2<u,,2<a2) and the sum frequency (a, + co2) carry information on surface layers of
different thickness: /2o)i = ct~l(2a>l)<lai + ai =a~>(co, + co2)<l2a>, =a~'(2co2). b) Block diagram of the experiment studying the dynamics of
pulsed laser annealing of a gallium arsenide surface by recording in real-time the reflected second harmonic." 1) Nd:YAG laser with active mode-
locking and acoustooptical g-switching; 2) He-Ne laser; 3) ruby laser with electrooptical g-switching; 4) set of SZS-21 filters; 5) coaxial FK-20
photocell; 6) LFD-2A avalanche photodiode; 7 )18 ELU-FM fast photomultiplier; 8) S8-14 oscillograph (200 MHz bandwidth); 9) S9-4A oscillo-
graph (350 MHz band width); 10) GaAs sample.

2.3. Study of the states and fast phase transformations of
semiconductor surfaces with the help of the generation of
optical harmonics and sum frequencies in reflection

2.3.1. Experiments on SHG in reflection for the study of the
dynamics of/LA of GaAs

The block diagram of the experimental arrangement18

intended for studying the dynamics of ILA of a GaAs sur-
face is shown in Fig. 6.

The annealing was carried out with ruby pulses
(TP ~30ns); a uniform distribution of the intensity over the
transverse cross section of the beam was obtained with the
help of a special forming system, consisting of a frosted plate
and systems of lenses and diaphragms.

The probing laser was a Nd:YAG laser with simulta-
neous acoustooptical Q-switching and mode-locking of the
longitudinal modes. The laser generated a train of 40 pulses
with a duration of 0.3 ns each and a repetition period of 9.5
ns. The beam was amplified (approximately tenfold) in a
single-pass amplifier. The total energy of one "packet" of
subnanosecond pulses (a typical oscillogram of which is
shown in Fig. 7d) did not exceed 1 mJ.

The annealing pulse and the train of probing pulses
were synchronized in time by means of electrical synchroni-
zation of the corresponding Q switches.

The radiation from a continuous helium-neon laser
with a wavelength of A = 1.15 fim was used to record at the
same time the phase of high reflection (PHR).

The SH signal, arising in reflection of the probe beam
from the surface of the sample, was recorded with the help of
a fast photomultiplier (18 ELU-FM) and an S9-4A oscillo-
graph with a transmission band of 350 MHz. An S8-14 two-
beam storage oscillograph was used to obtain a time scan of
the PHR as well as to determine the relative position of the
reflected and probing pulses in time.

Gallium arsenide (110)-cut samples were used. The an-
nealing beam was incident along the normal to the surface,
and the probing beam formed an angle of 45" with the nor-
mal.

The results of the experiments are illustrated in Fig. 7,
which shows the oscillograms of the annealing (a) and prob-
ing (d) pulses, as well as the phases of high reflection (b, c)

1
r\

0 100 ZOO 300 t, ns

FIG. 7. Oscillograms of the annealing ruby-laser pulse (a), of the reflect-
ed probe pulses (b, c), of the probing pulse (d), and of the SH pulses (e, f)
from the unimplanted (b, e) and implanted (c, f) sections of the (110)
surface of the GaAs crystal.'" The sweeps in all oscillograms are synchro-
nized.
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and the SH signal for the case of annealing of a single-crys-
talline and amorphous surface (e,f, respectively).

It is evident that the SH from a single-crystalline sur-
face vanishes within a time equal to the duration of the lead-
ing edge of PHR, and is absent throughout the entire time
interval of the PHR. This behavior of the SH is easily ex-
plained on the basis of the thermal model of ILA, if it is
assumed that the reflection plateau corresponds to the liquid
melted state of the semiconductor. Calculations show that in
the competing plasma model of ILA the intensity of the SH
should not drop off this much.

Indeed, let the PHR correspond to a dense electron-
hole plasma (no melting). Then the following two factors
will affect the change in the SH signal: 1) drop in the density
of bound electrons «0 making the main contribution to xm

and 2) additional absorption of the probing radiation and of
the SH signal (screening) by the carriers. We shall evaluate
each of these factors.

The density n0 for gallium arsenide is equal to

na w 5-1023 cm~3 .

When an annealing pulse with the typical energy density
W = 0.4 J/cm2 is absorbed in a layer with a thickness of
/abs = 0.3 • 10~4 cm «e = W/le = 4 • 1022 electrons per cu-
bic centimeter can be transferred into the conduction band
(neglecting recombination); here E = 3 • 10~19J is the ener-
gy of the photon with A = 0.69 fj,m. The density of bound
electrons will be equal to n, = «0 — «e- Tnus the relative
decrease of the intensity of the SH will be equal to

Screening has a stronger effect. To take screening into
account we measured the coefficient of transmission of the
probe radiation during the action of the annealing pulse. The
transmission at /I = 1.06^minthepresenceoftheannealing
ruby-laser pulse decreased by not more than 40%. We shall
assume that this entire change is attributable to absorption
by free carriers, created by the annealing ruby laser pulse in
the surface region whose depth is determined by the coeffi-
cient of absorption of this radiation; /pl = (3 • 104

cm-'^'^SOQ nm (Table HI). From here it is possible to
give the upper limit of the coefficient of additional "plasma"
absorption of the probing radiation: a5"06~1.8 • 104 cm~'.
The change in the coefficient of absorption of radiation with
A = 0.53 ̂ m owing to the appearance of the plasma cannot

TABLE III. Coefficients of optical absorption of crystal-
line and amorphous gallium arsenide (according to the
datainRefs. 131 and 132).

A, nm

1064,2
694,2
532,1
354,7

"crysl.Cm '

0,02
2,7.10*
8,09.10*
7,14-106

"amorph.Cm '

5-103

1.5-106

3-108

7-106

be greater than this quantity for A = 1.06 fj,m, since a£
~ [ (&/y)2 + 1 ] ~1/2 where a> = 2m/A and y is the electron
collision frequency. Therefore

ag'53< 1,8-10 cm-1.

Against the background formed by the main absorption by
the bound electrons #053 = 5 • Wcm"1 (see Table III) this
increase in absorption can decrease the intensity of the SH by
not more than 50%, since

: 0.55.

Thus even the maximum drop in the intensity of the SH
owing to screening by free carriers is equal to only 50%,
while in the experiment the intensity drops by more than two
orders of magnitude. This indicates that the main reason for
the vanishing of the SH is the destruction of the symmetry of
the crystal lattice, i.e., melting of the lattice.

To give a quantitative interpretation of the experimen-
tal results on SHG during ILA on the basis of the melting
model, in Ref. 132 an analytical calculation of the intensity
of the SH was undertaken taking into account multiple re-
flections (in analogy with the linear case133) in a layer of the
melt with a thickness ofd(t) and using the boundary condi-
tions 105

7SH = const | R , (2.23)

where

exp(iA (2to,
[l-r21 (2(0) r23 (2fi>) e2*A<2u- <>] [l-(r23 (<

A (x, t) = ̂ ^ (e2 (x))W, e2 (<o) =

is the dielectric permittivity of the melt, A = 1iri/a>,

(2.24)

and the indices a and J3 refer to the vacuum ( 1 ), the melt
(2), and the crystal (3).

To calculate 7SH (t) using the formula (2.23) it is neces-
sary to know the dynamics of melting, i.e., the dependence
d ( t ) . This dependence for GaAs is calculated in Ref. 1 32 on
the basis of the numerical solution of the nonlinear heat-
conduction equation with coefficients explicitly depending
on the temperature (analogously to Refs. 40 and 41). The
change in the coefficient of linear reflection by the surface at
the pumping frequency during the ILA process was also tak-
en into account (see the caption to Fig. 8c).

The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 8.
As is evident, under the action of a laser pulse with an energy
of W = 0.4 J/cm2, the front of the melt moves rapidly into
the bulk of the medium, reaches a maximum depth of the
order of 6 • 10~5 cm, and returns again to the surface during
the recrystallization process. Over the time that the front of
the melt traverses a distance of the order of the thickness of
the skin layer <5sk (the time rgrow ) the coefficient of linear
reflection increases approximately twofold, and then
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d(t), cm
5-10- 0,8

0,6

0,2
FIG. 8. Dynamics of impulsive laser annealing of GaAs

—'—'—' ,,_„ (numerical calculation132), a) Laser pulse with W= 0.14
S t, 10 8s J/cm2i Tp = 20 ns, a = 10-4 cm~'. b) The thickness of

the melt d as a function of time; c) coefficient of linear
reflection as a function of time
(/? , ( f ) = [/•12(<y) + /^(flOe2'*'™'"1 [1 + ''12(<y)''23
(<u)e2li(l"p')r ) ;d) SHG as a function of time (according
to the formula (2.24)).

8 /, 10~8s

emerges onto a plateau (the phase of high reflection—
PHR). The duration of the PHR is determined by the round-
trip transit time of the melt front into the bulk of the crystal
and back. The duration of the decay of the PHR rdec is deter-
mined by the time required for the melt front to transverse a
distance of the order of <5sk. Setting <5sk = 20 nm and estimat-
ing according to Fig. 8c rgrow ~5 • 10~9 s, we obtain for the
velocity of the melt front vdec ~ 4 • 102 cm/s. Estimating also
from Fig. 8c rdc(. ~ 10~8 s, we obtain v+ ~ 100 cm/s for the
estimate of the recrystallization velocity.

The efficiency of SH generation drops at the same time
that the reflection coefficient increases during the motion of
the melt front into the bulk of the crystal. During the subse-
quent recrystallization the initial efficiency of SHG is re-
stored. The characteristic decay and growth times of the SH
approximately coincide with rgrow and rdcc. This is deter-
mined by the fact that in the formula (2.24) 2A(<a)>A(2<u),
so that the dynamics of the SH as well as of the coefficient of
the linear reflection is determined by the attenuation factor
of the wave with the frequency ca(e " 2 'A(IU' ' )). It is evident
that all the typical linear and nonlinear optical characteris-
tics of the dynamics of ILA in GaAs, given by theory and
experiment, are in good agreement with one another within
the limits of accuracy of the corresponding data (see also
Table IV).

N. Bloembergen et al.127 recently used the method de-
scribed above to measure SHG in reflection from a GaAs
crystal in order to estimate the rate at which the melt appears
on the surface of the crystal for picosecond durations.

In the experiments of Ref. 127 a single pulse of radiation
at the second harmonic of the Nd: YAG laser with a duration
of rp = 12.5 ps (A = 532 nm) was used as the probing pulse.
Nonlinear reflection of this pulse, incident at an angle of
9 = 4-5° and polarized along the [ ill ] direction, occurred
from the (UO) face of GaAs. The dependence of the energy
oftheSHpulseUsH = 266 nm) on the energy density J^of
the pulse at the fundamental frequency (Al = 532 nm) was
studied. The usual quadratic dependence was observed right
up to the values Wt = Wlh = 30mJ/cm2 (at which, accord-
ing to Ref. 41, melting of the GaAs surface occurs):
WSH =rjW\, this is a consequence of the analogous depen-
dence for the SH intensity accompanying reflection from a
crystal

/SH ~ WI, <2'25)

following, for example, from the formula (2.19). The mea-
surements gave 77SH =2.5XlO~1 8 cm2/W. Above WA,
however, an appreciable deviation from the quadratic de-
pendence and a transition into the "saturation" state (when
Wis increased right up to W = 30 Wth) are observed; this is
apparently linked with the melting of the surface by the lead-
ing edge of the pulse. The experimental dependences are in
satisfactory agreement with the theory, if

•Ho for

for

where for each point r within the irradiated spot tr

mined from the condition
is deter-

TABLEIV. Comparison of the theoretical results of Ref. 132 with experiments18'"3 on the study of
the dynamics of impulsive laser annealing in GaAs with the help of SHG in reflection.

Characteristics of ILA

Time of growth of the phase of high reflection rl^ , ns

Decay time of PHR T££R , ns
Duration of PHR rPHR, ns
Duration of the decay of the intensity of the SHrgJ,c0 , ns

Duration of the growth in the intensity of the SH rf I?S . ns

Experiment

<10

-15
40

10

15

Theory

5

14
45

5

14
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and a time rs 5 2 ps is chosen. The upper limit for the dura-
tion of the transition of the GaAs surface into the centrosym-
metrical phase is thereby determined.

2.3.2. Diagnostics of the quality of laser annealing on the
basis of SHG In reflection

The quality of ILA and, in particular, the degree of
crystallinity of the annealed section of the GaAs surface pre-
viously rendered amorphous can be easily evaluated with the
help of a measurement of the efficiency of SHG and the po-
larization dependence of this effect.

Indeed, the intensity of the SH signal accompanying
reflection from a single-crystalline surface with a definite
orientation is a function of the angles tp, 6, and i/>, determin-
ing the orientation of the crystallographic axes of the sam-
ple, the position of the plane of incidence, and the plane of
reflection of the probing radiation. For example, the typical
dependences of/SH on the angle q>, formed by the polariza-
tion vector of the_probing radiation relative to the plane of
incidence on a (U0)-cut GaAs single crystal (the angles 6
and \l> are fixed), in Fig. 1 of Ref. 114 have distinct extrema.
These extrema 1™^,! ™An will be smeared to a large extent, if
the SH signal is generated from a polycrystalline surface, for
example, a set of small single-crystalline sections character-
ized by different angles i/> of the orientation relative to the
plane of incidence of the probing radiation.

In addition, the SH intensity at the maximum of the
polarization dependence for the annealed section, scaled to
the corresponding intensity of the SH from the unimplanted
(and, correspondingly, unannealed) crystalline section,

r7PLA = Zlill (2.26)

can also characterize the degree of restoration of crystallin-
ity of the surface layer as the result of ILA.

Experiments on the determination of the quality of ILA
on the basis of the SHG were conducted on the experimental
arrangement shown in Fig. 9. The probe consisted of radi-
ation from a quasicontinuous garnet laser with neodymium,
operating with a repetition frequency of 1 kHz. The record-
ing system consisted of an FEU-106 SH radiation detector, a

V9-5 stroboscopic voltage transducer, and an automated
complex for collecting and processing data based on the E-
lektronika-NTs-80 microcomputer. It enabled the detection
of weak signals with a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Gallium arsenide (110)-cut samples, into which phos-
phorus P+ ions with a dose of D = 6 • 10" cm~2 and energy
E = 40 keV (mechanical polishing) were implanted and
which were annealed by a series of ruby laser pulses
(TP =30 ns) with different energy densities W^ =0.27,
W2 = 0.21, W3 = 0.16, W4 = 0.08, Ws = 0.05, J/cm2 were
studied.

We note that the SH signal from the amorphous layer
was approximately 80 times less intense than the signal from
the unimplanted section of the single crystal. The incom-
plete vanishing of the SH can be linked to the incomplete
disordering of the surface layer of the implanted section.
Deep disordered layers of the crystal could also make a defi-
nite contribution to the residual SHG signal, since the pene-
tration depth of the "probe" was of the same order of magni-
tude as the depth of the amorphous layer: the latter depth,
according to Ref. 31, is equal to ~ 50 nm, while the probing
depth, limited by the absorption of the SH radiation in the
amorphous GaAs layer, according to Table III is equal to
lprobc ^ CL^ =; 30 nm. The thickness of the layer in which the
annealing radiation is absorbed is equal to zz 60 nm.

The experimental results (the dependence /SH (<p) are
presented in Fig. 10, whence it is evident that the SH does
not indicate polycrystallinity for all energy densities of the
annealing radiation. At the same time a strong dependence
of the amplitude of the signal on the energy of the annealing
pulses is observed.

2.3.3. Determination of the degree of disordering of a crystal
surface from SHG and SFG in reflection

We already called attention above to the low sensitivity
of SHG and SFG to the presence or absence of an amorphous
surface layer in a noncentrosymmetrical GaAs crystal. It is
clear that these effects, as well as THG (see below), can be
used also for quantitative determination of the degree of par-
tial disordering of this layer. At the same time, as will be
shown below, nonlinear optical methods are much more sen-
sitive and accurate, more highly localized, and are simpler
than other methods for analyzing the degree of amorphous-
ness of the surface used thus far—Rutherford backscatter-

to computer

FIG. 9. Block diagram of the experiment for studying with
the help of SHG and SFG the degree of amorphousness of a
GaAs surface produced by ion implantation and the quality
of its laser annealing. 1) Probing Nd:YAG laser with active
mode-locking and acoustooptical ̂ -switching; 2) LiIO3 crys-
tal for frequency doubling (used only in experiments on
SFG); 3) ZhS-4 filter (cuts off the parasitic radiation with
/1SF = 351.7 nm); 4) polarization rotator; 5) lens; 6) sample;
7) setofSZS-21 light niters (for SHG) or UFS-2 light filters
(for SFG); 8) photomultiplier FEU-106; 9) selective ampli-
fier.
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FIG. 10. Polarization dependence of SH on the sections of the (HO)
surface of GaAs subjected to ILA with a different dosage of the annealing
radiation.

ing of light ions, diffraction of slow electrons, x-ray diffrac-
tion analysis, etc.

It is not difficult to see, however, that the characteris-
tics of nonlinearly reflected signals, which it is desirable to
use for quantitative description of the degree of perfection of
the surface, must be different for noncentrosymmetrical
(GaAs, GaP, InSb, etc.) and centrosymmetrical (Si, Ge,
etc.) crystals. In analogy to (2.26), the intensity of the sec-
ond harmonic of the optical radiation probing the disor-
dered section of the crystal surface / SH, scaled to the intensi-
ty of the SH from an undamaged section of the same crystal,
/SHS'> can serve as a characteristic of the degree of disorder-
ing of noncentrosymmetric crystals:

„ __£SH (2.27)

In our experiments on SHG, we studied (100i-cut
GaAs samples, whose surface was rendered amorphous to
one extent or another by the implantation of 80-keV Te + and
S+ ions with an irradiation dose in the range
1 . io12 - 6 • 1015 cm"2.113 The GaAs surface prior to ion
bombardment was mechanically polished and chemically
etched.

The polarization dependences of the SH signal from the
partially disordered surface repeated exactly the same de-
pendences for the undamaged section (and in the latter case
they coincided with the dependences computed from the for-
mulas in Ref. 105; see also Sec. 2.2). The intensity of SH
from the implanted part of the crystal surface, however, was
1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than from the crystalline
surface—depending on the implantation dosage.

Figure 11 shows the dependence of t]sll on the dosage
D, which, as can be seen, is quite distinct. It reflects the loss
of long-range order of the initially noncentrosymmetrical
crystal as the implantation dosage is increased.

The relative efficiency of the sum frequency generation
exhibits an even stronger dependence on the dosage D:

10~

10 -2

1Q iz i0i ion/cm2

FIG. 11. The degree of amorphousness of the ( 100) surface according to
SHG I/SH (/{ SH = 532 nm) as a function of the dosage of surface implan-
tation by Te^ions with an energy of E = 80 keV.

/sr1 (2.28)

where /|F is the intensity of the sum frequency signal (SF)
with wavelength A sp = 3 51.7 nm, obtained from a section of
GaAs, rendered partially amorphous by ion bombardment,
by mixing the fundamental radiation of the nd:YAG laser
(A! = 1064.2 nm) and its second harmonic (A2 = 532.1
nm), generated beforehand in an LiIO3 crystal (the waves
mixed on the GaAs surface were linearly polarized in or-
thogonal directions); /{jJT" is the intensity of the SF signal
from the undamaged section of the crystalline surface. The
dependences ?7SF (D) are illustrated for a number of GaAs
samples in Fig. 12.

The difference between rjsil (D) and rjSF (D) is linked
primarily to the difference of the probing depths: in the case
of SH /SH xosn =50 nm. The latter circumstance is espe-
cially important, since it enables obtaining data on the de-
gree of disordering of very thin surface layers.

The quantities 7/SH and 77SF can be easily and accurately
measured; they are quantitative characteristics of the degree

17, SF, relative units

10i> D, ion/cm2

FIG. 12. The degree of amorphousness of the (100) surface of GaAs
according to SFG, (/tSF =351.7 nm) as a function of the dosage of sur-
face implantation by Te+ (1) and S+ (2) ions with an energy of E = 80
keV.
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FIG. 13. The degree of amorphousness of the (100) surface of GaAs
according to Rutherford backscattering rjRBS as a function of the dosage
at implantation by Te+ (1) and S+ (2) ions with energy E = 80 keV.

of amorphousness of the surface layer of a noncentrosymme-
tric crystal.

With the help of SFG it is easy to record the amor-
phousness of a GaAs surface produced by such low implan-
tation dosages ( < 1012 cm~2) that it cannot be recorded by
other methods used thus far.

In particular, Fig. 13 shows the implantation dosage
dependence of the quantity TJRBS —a parameter determined
from a comparison of the spectra of Rutherford backscatter-
ing (RBS) of helium nuclei from the surfaces of implanted
and unimplanted sections of the crystal.31 The measure-
ments were performed on the same samples as the SHG and
SFG measurements (Figs. 11-12). A comparison of Figs.
11-13 shows that the dependence TJRBS (D) is much less dis-
tinct than rjSF (D) and even rjSH (D).

With the help of SFG in reflection from a surface ren-
dered amorphous by laser irradiation it is possible to observe
amorphous rings obtained by irradiation of the single-crys-
talline (100) surface of GaAs by short laser pulses with
A = 532 and 265 nm, pulse duration rp = 30 ps, and energy
density W =0.05-0.1 J/cm2 (see Fig. 14).113 The presence

lsf, relative units

Center of irradiated
/ section ,1,0

0,5
I
4 $

I'
^Ring of

amorphousness

0,5 1,0 r, mm

FIG. 14. The amorphous ring along the circumference of a section irra-
diated with picosecond laser pulse with /t = 266 nm of the (100) surface
of GaAs, observed with the help of SFG in reflection.

of an amorphous ring is easily recorded by the sharp de-
crease in the intensity of the SF signal in the reflection from
the corresponding section. The polarization dependence of
the weak SF signal from the section of the laser-induced
amorphous ring, as it turned out, coincides precisely with
that of the undamaged section, indicating that the long-
range order characteristic for the starting crystal is partially
preserved in the laser-induced amorphous layer.

In studying crystals with a centrosymmetric lattice (for
definiteness, we shall refer below to crystalline silicon), the
relative intensity of the reflected SH can no longer serve as a
reliable quantitative criterion for the perfection of the sur-
face, since both ordered and amorphous media exhibit sec-
ond-order quadrupole susceptibilities x'ijff' describing the
SHG in such media. The magnitude of the anisotropic (i.e.,
depending on the orientation of the crystal relative to the
plane of incidence) contribution to the SH intensity, as well
as to the SF and TH intensities could, however, serve as a
criterion of perfection.

The layout of the experiment is analogous to that shown
in Fig. 9 with the GaAs crystal replaced by an Si sample with
the (111) plane serving as the nonlinear mirror. The sample
was rotated by a step mover about the [111] axis. The sur-
face was subjected to implantation with 80-keV phosphorus
ions.

The dependence of SH on the angle of rotation of the
crystal around the normal to the surface \f>, in accordance
with Table II, is the result of the interference of the aniso-
tropic £Q and isotropic B contributions:

(2.29)

Because in an isotropic medium £Q = 0, it is natural to ex-
pect that as the degree of disordering of the crystalline lattice
increases with the implantation dosage D the relative frac-
tion of the anisotropic contribution will decrease.

Figure 15 shows the measured dependences 7SH (^) for
different values of the dosage D. The nature of this depen-
dence for pure Si (Fig. 15a) — six peaks in the interval
ifj = 0 — 360° — indicates that the anisotropic contribution
dominates (|f Q > \B |). For values/) 52 • 1013cm~2noap-
preciable changes occur in the dependence /SH (^). As the
dosage is further increased (Figs. 15c and d) the magnitudes
of the peaks are redistributed, indicating that the isotropic
contribution to the SH signal increases. Finally, for
D = 2.4 • 1014 cm~2 the dependence 7SH (^A) no longer has
six peaks, but rather three peaks, i.e.,

Thus the quantity

.to.
B

/B | < 1.

(2.30)

measured for some fixed parameters of the experiment (in
particular, with a fixed angle 6) can serve as a quantitative
characteristic of the degree of perfection of the crystalline
structure of centrosymmetrical crystals.

We note that the anisotropy of the SH signal accompa-
nying reflection from the (100) and (111) faces of crystal-
line silicon was first observed by Driscoll et a/.,129i!3° who
used in their experiments single pulses from a Nd:YAG
mode-locked laser (the pulse duration was rp =30 ps).
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FIG. 15. The intensity of the quadrupole second harmonic (ASH = 0.53
^m), reflected from the (111) face of silicon in the p—*p scheme as a
function of the angle 0 of rotation of the crystal around the [111] axis
with different dosages of surface implantation by phosphorus ions
(E = 80 keV). The solid lines show the experiment and the broken lines
show the curves calculated using the formula (2.26) for five values of the
ratio \£Q/B ; the implantation dosage (1013 ions/cm2) =0 (pure Si);
\£Q/B= 115 (a); 1.8, 17 (b), 3.6; 4.6 (c), 12; 2.3 (d), and 24; 0.49 (e).

They reported a high efficiency of the SHG process accom-
panying reflection from the (111) plane in Si (only an order
of magnitude lower than for reflection from a noncentro-
symmetric GaP crystal) and they recorded the dependence
of the s-polarized SH with an s-polarized pump of the form
•f SH" W ~sin23^ and a p-polarized SH with a p-polarized
pump of the form /l^" W ~ (1 - cos 3 ̂ )2, where if> is the
angle of rotation of the crystal relative to the plane of inci-
dence of the probing beams. We note that in their first ex-
periments Bloembergen et al.'16 did not observe the depen-
dence of the SH signal from Ge and Si on the orientation of
the medium relative to the plane of incidence.

Somewhat later Shen et al.19 confirmed the experimen-
tal data obtained by Driscoll et a/.130 showing the existence
of a strong anisotropic dependence of SH on the orientation
of the Si crystal with reflection from the (100) and (111)

planes. They correctly interpreted these results as being a
consequence of the anisotropic second-order volume qua-
drupole nonlinear polarization. The conclusion19 that the
anisotropic surface contribution supposedly present in the
dependence I ^ ( i f > ) accompanying reflection from the
"nonreconstructed" (111) face is, however, incorrect, be-
cause, as shown in Sec. 2.2.2, owing to the centrosymmetry
of all faces in the Si crystal the surface contribution to the
quadratic polarization is sensitive to the orientation of the
crystal relative to the plane of incidence. Lit win et al.134 later
arrived at analogous conclusions.

The situation, however, changes markedly, if the ex-
periments are conducted with very clean surfaces, obtained
in an ultrahigh vacuum by means of cleavage of oriented
crystals: the presence of "broken" valence bonds in surface
atoms gives rise to reconstruction of the surface structure
and, therefore, causes its local symmetry to differ from the
symmetry of the internal crystalline planes with the same
indices. In particular, a clean (111) surface of silicon, as
shown in Ref. 154, gives a very strong anisotropic dipole
contribution to the reflected SH. When the temperature of
the crystal is raised, the anisotropy of this contribution
changes, reflecting the surface phase transition from a 2 X 1
to a 7 X 7 reconstruction.

The cubic dipole nonlinear susceptibility XUM>> as em-

phasized above, in the general case also exhibits an anisotro-
py, just as does the second-order quadrupole susceptibility
xffu- In particular, as our measurements show, the anisot-
ropy of the tensor xffufaa > °> i> w i> — ̂ 2) is large in silicon:
If D/fin? I ~ 1 (when two photons o>, with the wavelength
/I, = 1.06[*m and one photon<u2 with wavelength/lj = 1.17
/j.m are mixed). The anisotropy of the tensor X^ffCScOi', <u,,
&>[, &>!), describing the generation of the dipole third har-
monic of the fundamental radiation of a Nd:YAG laser,
however, is somewhat smaller. Information of this kind can
be used to refine the details of the band structure of the crys-
tal.

2.3.4. Subpicosecond dynamics of structural changes of the
Si surface accompanying impulsive laser annealing

Shank et al.126 used the technique of SHG in reflection
for diagnostics of the fast (subpicosecond) first phase of
ILA of the surface of crystalline silicon.

In the experiments the reflection from the (111) face
was studied; the pump and the SH signal were polarized in
the plane of incidence. In the absence of the annealing pulse,
as well as when the surface was probed by SHG prior to the
arrival of the annealing pulse (negative delays) the recorded
dependence /SH,P (i/>) was well approximated by a theoreti-
cal curve of the form 7 SH p (^) ~ (1 — cos 3 ̂ )2 (see the an-
gular dependence in Fig. 16a). Annealing was carried out
with a single pulse with an energy density W> W'th = 0.2 J/
cm2, wavelength A ~620 nm, and duration rp = 90 fs, inci-
dent normally on the (111) surface of crystalline Si. The
probing was carried out with much weaker pulses with the
same wavelength and duration, oriented at an angle of 45° to
the irradiated section of the surface with a precisely control-
lable delay after the annealing pulse. Figures 16b and c show
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FIG. 16. Polar diagrams of the dependence of the intensity of the reflected
second harmonic on the angle of rotation tf> of the crystal Si relative to the
plane of incidence of the probing radiation for different values of the delay
time between PLA and the SHG probing.126 a) For W=0.5 W,h (no
melt); b) for W~ 2 W,h (with r, = 3 ps the vanishing of the anisotropy of
the diagram is seen clearly, indicating the appearance of a melt).

the recorded dependences /SH,P ($) 0.3 and 1 ps after the
annealing pulse. The striking change in the nature of the
dependence 7SH,P (t/0 clearly indicates the ultrafast change
in the symmetry of the surface, which is in complete agree-
ment with the idea of a laser-induced first order transition—
melting of the surface. The isotropic dependence 7SH,P W 1
ps after the annealing action corresponds to isotropic melt-
ing of the surface layer.

3. NONLINEAR-OPTICAL PROCESSES DETERMINED BY THE
MODULATION OF THE SURFACE RELIEF AND OF THE
SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF CONDENSED MEDIA

3.1. Laser-induced instabilities of the surface relief and the
problem of the formation of ordered surface structures

3.1.1. Optical excitation of periodic surface structures

The problem of the appearance of ordered surface
structures—optically induced gratings—has in recent years
occupied an important place in the studies of impulsive laser
action on condensed media. The typical layout of an experi-

ment on inducing a grating is very simple. The unfocused
beam of a pulsed laser is incident on the surface of an absorb-
ing solid; an almost plane light wave interacts with the sur-
face. Periodic modulation of the relief nevertheless appears
on the illuminated surface. It is formed in the process of
interaction (its duration varies from 10~3 to 10~n s!) and
usually remains after the interaction ceases. Figure 17 shows
examples of laser-induced periodic structures. These struc-
tures were obtained on different materials and with the help
of different lasers.

It should be noted that a number of experiments which
were not limited solely to recording the "frozen" structures
(the most efficient method is based on the study of the dif-
fraction of the probe beam from a continuous laser180 (see
below, Fig. 28)) have been performed; making use of the
technique of nonstationary diffraction of the probe beam,
these experiments also followed the dynamics of the evolu-
tion of the structure during the action of the laser pulse in
situ (see, for example, Refs. 150-153, 202, 204).

The results of these experiments show that the evolu-
tion of periodic structures in time has the character of an
instability; the dynamics of the development of the latter has
much in common with the nonlinearities accompanying sti-
mulated scattering which are well known in nonlinear op-
tics.

Such periodic structures were first observed about 20
years ago by means of irradiation of Ge and Si semiconduc-
tors by ruby laser pulses.135 But intensive experimental and
theoretical investigations of the formation of surface grat-
ings began only approximately in 1980. Amongst the first
studies along these lines we mention Refs. 144,104,136,137,
141.

The formation of surface gratings is observed not only
in the semiconductors Si, Ge, GaAs, and InSb,135"143 but
also in the metals Ni, Cu, Pb, Al, steel, brass,144"146 and in
the dielectrics NaCl and fused and crystalline quartz.147"149

In addition to irreversible gratings (remaining after the
action of the laser pulse), reversible gratings existing only
for the duration of the pulse are also observed.150'151 Such

FIG. 17. Characteristic periodic structures induced by la-
ser radiation on the surface of solids, a) One-dimensional
grating, formed on the surface of a Ge semiconductor ir-
radiated with a laser pulse with a wavelength A = 1.06,um
(/i = 10 MW/cm2; rp = 100 ns, the angle of incidence
<9~ 10°; the arrow marks the orientation of the vector
Eit

 18°; b) two-dimensional grating, formed on the surface
of Ge under the action of high-intensity pulses of radi-
ation with A = 1.06/im; the complicated structure could
be linked with the interaction of gratings141; c) structure
formed on the surface of germanium by a circularly polar-
ized wave under oblique incidence (for the interpretation
see Fig. 28) '80; d) "frozen" capillary waves on the surface
of quartz initially melted by a CO2 laser (obtained with
the help of a scanning electron microscope).152
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FIG. 18. Geometry of the formation of the most often encountered ("nor-
mal") gratings, a) p polarized pump wave (the vector Ej lies in the plane
of incidence); b) s-polarized pump wave (the vector Ej is perpendicular
to the plane of incidence); q is the wave vector of the wave of modulation
of the relief, parallel to the projection of Ej on the plane of the surface; in
both cases 0 is the angle of incidence.

reversible gratings also appear under the action of laser
pulses on liquid metals152 and melts of semiconductors.153

Both one- and two-dimensional structures138 as well as com-
plicated ordered formations141 (see Fig. 17) are observed.
The periods and orientation of the gratings depend substan-
tially on the characteristics of the laser radiation—the angle
of incidence #, polarization, frequency, and energy (Figs. 18
and 19). The gratings are formed for a wide range of param-
eters of the laser radiation (A = 0.308 — 10.6 (im, pulse du-
rations rp = 10 ps-1 ms, and intensities
/, = 5 • 106 - 5 • 108 W/cm2) (see Sec. 3.6).

Experiments on optically induced surface periodic
structures stimulated numerous theoretical investiga-
tions.136'137'139'199'165-168-172 The physical picture of the gen-
eration of periodic structures has now been largely formulat-
ed.

For a strongly absorbing surface the process of forma-

tion of the periodic structure can be represented schemati-
cally as follows.

1. Everything begins with the appearance of a periodi-
cally spatially modulated (interference) light field on the
surface. This light field is formed by the interference of the
incident wave with the wave scattered by the real nonuni-
form surface. Here both static and dynamic nonuniformities
(fluctuation surface waves) are important.

2. Nonuniform heating of the surface occurs in the light
field periodically modulated in intensity.

3. Finally, if the intensity of the laser radiation is high
enough, then nonuniform heating can give rise to nonuni-
form melting and evaporation.

It is natural that after the laser pulse is switched off the
vestige of nonuniform heating (and especially melting and
evaporation) creates a "frozen" periodic structure.

It is completely obvious that the heating, melting, and
evaporation processes are linked with the complicated self-
consistent interaction of the surface undergoing the phase
transition with the laser radiation. Indeed, the light-induced
change in the surface structure evidently affects the magni-
tude of the absorbed and scattered power—feedback occurs.
What is the sign of this feedback? Is positive feedback, i.e.,
nonuniformities growing exponentially in the laser field,
possible? What are the physical mechanisms of the feed-
back? These are undoubtedly the most interesting problems
in the physics of the formation of surface structures.

There now exists a basis for believing that positive feed-
back in many cases determines the basic mechanisms of the
formation of periodic structures, while the starting nonuni-
formities serve only as the "seed" for the exponentially
growing process.

Relying primarily on the work carried out in our labo-
ratory165'168'171'172 we shall present below the theoretical pic-
ture of the development of periodic structures; the physics of
laser-induced instabilities on the surface is emphasized.

Before considering specific theoretical models, how-
ever, we shall discuss in greater detail the qualitative picture
of the phenomenon which has been formulated based on the
analysis of experimental data.

3.1.2. Physics of the interaction of a rough surface with a
laser field

The first stage of the process is linked with the appear-
ance of the interference light field on the surface. Since at
this stage the problem can be regarded as linear, it is suffi-
cient to study the diffraction of the incident laser radiation
with frequency co by the Fourier-component of the surface
relief with wave vector q, frequency nq, and amplitude £,.
As a result, two diffracted surface waves appear—the Stokes
wave with frequency cos and wave vector ks and the anti-
Stokes wave («as, kas), in addition, the following conditions
are satisfied:

cos = o> — S2q,
ks = kt — q,

= W + Qq
= kt + q,

FIG. 19. Experimental dependence of the period of "normal" dominant
surface gratings with s and p polarizations of the pumping wave as a
function of the angle of incidence 0.'"

where k, is the projection of the wave vector of the incident
wave on the plane z = 0 (Fig. 20). The interference of the
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FIG. 20. Vector diagram of the law of conservation of momentum, a)
Degenerate case of the relative orientation of the vectors q and k, (in this
case/cs = £. =;A:0);b) nondegenerate case of the relative orientation of the
vectors q and k, (in this case ks =;fc0; kf^ka).

pumping wave E, transmitted into the medium and the two
diffracted waves Ea (a = s, as) creates a spatially and tem-
porally periodic distribution of the light intensity in the sur-
face layer.

The most general reason for the appearance of nonuni-
formities is the roughness of the real surface (flq = 0); in
many cases surface acoustic waves (SAW) could also be
important,l55-157 and the interaction with the melted surface
is substantially determined by the excitation of capillary
waves (CW).158

The conditions (3. la) with ftq = 0 enable constructing
a graphic picture of the rough structure of the optically in-
duced gratings on the surface of a metal with the dielectric
permittivity E = £' + ie" (usually E' >1) (see Fig. 18a). It
is well known that under these conditions a surface wave
exponentially decaying forz > 0 andz < 0, with the wave vec-
tor

1 6' | \ l /2 ^_M__i.
«' I _ 1 / « — «0

can propagate.
It is natural that the incident p-polarized laser wave will

excite a surface wave especially effectively when ks =;&surf,
or &as zzksur,

I kt ± q | « k0 (3.1b)

and ks and kas lie in the plane of the surface.
The period of the "resonant" Fourier component for

the p wave incident at an angle 6 (see Fig. 18a) can be found
from (3.1b):

1/2 co_

whence

It is clear that the quantity d found determines the spatial
period of the interference field and therefore also the period
of the optically induced grating. Gratings of this type ( "nor-
mal" gratings) are indeed observed experimentally. It is in-
teresting to note that a condition analogous to (3.1b) was
discussed already by Rayleigh in connection with the so-
called Wood anomaly.200'20' The same resonances in the case
£ • ' < — ! are partially responsible for the giant Raman scat-
tering of light by molecules adsorbed on a fluted'59 or
rough160 metal surface (see also the review of Ref. 161).

3. 1.3. Evolution of structures; feedback mechanisms

The considerations presented above are, of course, only
guidelines.

The mechanisms of the formation of surface structures
can be different for different materials, different wave-
lengths, and different laser radiation intensities.

As an example of a situation when the incident wave is
diffracted not by the static fluctuation relief, but rather by
the propagating wave, we call attention to experiments in
which (owing to the high intensity of the laser) the appear-
ance of periodic structures is preceded by uniform melting of
the surface. In this case, the periodic structures arise owing
to the excitation of capillary waves (CW) (see Ref. 152 and
the recent experiment in Ref. 202, where this was revealed
especially clearly, as well as Ref. 215).

The dispersion law for CW (these waves are formed
owing to the surface tension in the liquid) has the form
Hq = (aq3/p)112, where a is the coefficient of surface ten-
sion, p is the density, and the damping constant of the CW is
yq = 2vq2, where v is the kinematic viscosity. Using for the
Ge melt the value as 6 • 102 g/s2, p^5 g/cm3, v~10~3

cm2/s, as well as the fact that under laser excitation of CW
q~k0~6- 104cm~' (A = 1.06 /zm) (see Sec. 3.4), we find
that CW with fl, ~ 108 s~ ' and y, = 107 s~ ', whose propa-
gation velocity is yq = flq/q~ 103 cm/s, are excited.

As already mentioned the results of many experiments
(see, for example, Refs. 202 and 203) indicate that the am-
plitudes of the starting nonuniformities do not play a signifi-
cant role in the formation of laser-induced periodic struc-
tures; this is a serious argument in support of the idea that
positive feedback plays a decisive role.

We present below the theory describing the basic stages
of excitation of periodic surface structures. First, the prob-
lem of the diffraction of the incident laser wave Ej by the
space-time Fourier component of the modulation of the sur-
face relief is solved. The general solution is presented in Sec.
3.2; expressions are obtained in the approximation linear in
£„ for the diffraced fields Es and Eas inside the medium
(analogous expressions for the fields outside the medium
describe the spontaneous MandeFshtam-Brillouin scatter-
ing by SAW or CW157).

Then the fields E& and Eas determined in this manner
are used to calculate the temperature field. The last stage —
closing of the feedback chain — requires an analysis of the
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equation for the specific surface excitation with the corre-
sponding boundary conditions.

For SAW, this is the equation for the elastic displace-
ment vector of the medium; for CW, these are the equations
of hydrodynamics (3.20); and, for the interference evapora-
tion instability (IEI), this is the equation for the velocity of
the evaporation front (3.17) (the last two equations must be
studied simultaneously; see Sec. 3.4).

It is important to emphasize that the solution of the
problem of diffraction (and therefore the subsequent stages
of the analysis also) are valid for media with an arbitrary
dielectric permittivity e ( a ) ) . The results for the excitation of
SAW, CW, or IEI are therefore applicable for arbitrary con-
densed media—semiconductors, metals, and dielectrics, as
well as their melts.

In the particular case e' < — \ (metals and melts of
semiconductors and polariton-active dielectrics) the dif-
fracted waves correspond to the induced surface electromag-
netic waves (SEW).

From the viewpoint of nonlinear optics, SAW or CW
are excited as a result of stimulated scattering of light by the
surface, analogous to the stimulated scattering of light
owing to absorption (ASS) in the volume.162 However, un-
like scattering in the volume, where absorption is small, so
that the decay constant of the scattered wave ySias <yq—the
decay constants of the material excitation, the opposite case
7s,as $>Yn is realized on the surface. For this reason, here the
scattered light wave (SEW) adjusts adiabatically to the
acoustic wave (SAW or CW), which is amplified. This ana-
logy is manifested, for example, in the fact that, as with vol-
ume ASS, the critical intensity of excitation of SAW is inde-
pendent of the magnitude of the linear absorption of the
medium165 (in spite of the fact that the heating of the medi-
um plays a primary role in these effects!). We note that in-
duced scattering by the surface of absorbing media, owing to
the much weaker ponderomotive forces, was studied pre-
viously in Ref. 163, and in the case of transparent media in
Ref. 164.

In this section we shall present systematically the the-
ory of the formation of periodic surface structures (the the-
ory of SAW, CW, and IEI instabilities), and in the conclu-
sion we shall discuss in detail the experimental data.

3.2. Diffraction of light waves by spatial-temporal
modulations of the surface relief

An arbitrary surface can be characterized by its space-
time Fourier spectrum. In the linear case it is therefore suffi-
cient to study the diffraction of a light wave by any one Four-
ier component of the relief.

Let the flat surface of the medium coincide with the
surface z = 0, and let the z axis be directed into the medium.
In the presence of modulation of the surface the medium fills
the half-space z>£(r,f),

1 (r, t) = E, (t) exp ( - iqr + <Q,t) + c.c.., (3.2)

where r = {x, y} is a vector lying in the plane z = 0 and
£, ( f ) is the slow amplitude. Let a plane light wave

E (r, z, t) = E,exp (ikt y + ikzz — itat) + c.c. , (3.3)

where kz and k, are the normal and tangential projections of
the wave vector k0 (see Fig. 18), be incident from the vacu-
um onto the surface.

If only the first-order diffraction is taken into account,
then the field outside the medium (z < g(r,t ) ) is a superposi-
tion of the incident (i) and reflected (r) waves at frequency
co and two diffracted waves with frequencies coa

ex

(3.4)

where 6>a,ks andkas are given by the formulas (3. la). The
field inside the medium (z>|'(r,?) ) is the sum of the trans-
mitted wave and two diffracted waves,

E =a Et exp (ifcty — Yz —

+ .3 Eaexp(ik0r-Y«z-ta>a*)-f c.c. (3.5)
a—s, at

The problem of finding the fields Er , E, and Ea , E^ in the
approximation linear in I, has been studied in many works
(see, for example, Refs. 159 and 137). In the x-ray range of
wavelengths the analogous problem was studied in Ref. 206.
We shall use here the formulas for diffraction by a dynamic
grating, obtained in Ref. 165 but written in the simpler form
under the condition that ft, <<y. The amplitudes of all fields
in (3.4) and (3.5) are found from the condition that the
tangential components of the vectors of the electric and mag-
netic fields be continuous at the interface z = g(r,t ) .

We introduce the constants

1>-jfct— ft*s, Ya=&i-fcje, rj=»*J-fcJ. (3.6)

(Re v, YO > 0, Re Ta > 0 for ka > fc0,

Im T0 < 0 for fta < ft0).

Then the expressions for the amplitudes of the fields
inside the medium can be written in the form

St , iv\ ^lZ>

(3.7)

™* era+Ya a L fct+<v '*

_i&ox *tV"Hl*5£-£lz"|, (3.8)

_ 2fe;(l —e) > r

*t(e*.+ IT)

„ _

<" ~
2fcz(l-e) f

L At («** + !?)

-|

" J

(3.10)

where £=£(«),£ =<fq(0,jfas =£?(')•
The formulas (3.7)-(3.10) hold for media with arbi-

trary values of £(a>). Analogous expressions also exist for
fields outside the medium.172
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The amplitudes of the diffracted waves (3.4)-(3.10)
have a resonant dependence on ka, owing to the presence of
the quantity e(ca)ra + ya in the denominators of (3.8)-
(3.10). We shall study, for example, the case of metals and
melts of those semiconductors for which in the optical region
of the spectrum E'(CO} < 0, and in addition

1. (3.11)I e' (co) | » e" (0), | e' (co)

In this case we have for the resonance factor, which
appears in (3.8)-(3.10):

j m MB-!) x. > *o . (3.12)

where

The width of the electromagnetic resonance is determined
by the decay constant of the SEW Tp.

From the relations (3.6), (3.8)-(3.10) and (3.12),
(3.13) it is evident that the amplitudes of the diffracted
waves grow resonantly (byafactorof&o/rp |e'|1/2>D when
the moduli of their wave vectors ka are equal to those of the
free SEW (i.e., &ka = 0), while the diffracted waves corre-
spond to induced SEW (their amplitudes, according to
(3.4)-(3.6), decay exponentially away from the surface).

The resonance dependence of the amplitudes of the dif-
fracted waves on ka occurs not only in the case of metals and
melts of semiconductors (e'<0) but also for dielectrics
(e' > 0). This is illustrated in Fig. 21, which shows the quali-
tative dependences of the resonance factor la (a — s,as) on
ks in the case when |e|>l(£1/2=« +im). This resonance
behavior of la is important for the interpretation of the ex-
perimental results on the generation of ordered structures.

It follows from the expressions (3.8)-(3.10) that the
amplitudes of the diffracted waves grow linearly with £q. In
particular, for metals near the resonance we have from the
formula (3.8) Eax^(2k0^a) (\e'\/E")Elx. It is evident
from this expression that already for grating amplitudes of
~ 100 A significant conversion of the pumping wave into the
diffracted wave should be expected. Thus, for example, in
the case of copper (e — — 37 + / • 3.4 with A = 1.06 /um)

for a grating with an amplitude of 2ga = 100 A we have
EaxzzQ.6Elx. As shown in Refs. 137 and 205, taking into
account terms which are nonlinear in |"q limits the growth of
the fields Ea and E; with £,.

Most theoretical works on surface periodic structures
are limited to the calculation and analysis of the expression
for the spatial harmonic of the power 2q, absorbed in the
medium due to interference139'136'1"1207 (electrodynamic
model). The expression Qq at z = 0 has the form (D is the
displacement vector)

where/s and/as are determined by the formulas (3.24),
(3.26), and (3.27). It is evident from these formulas that 2,
is proportional to electrodynamic resonance factors (see
(3.12), (3.50), (3.51), and Fig. 21). In the electrodynamic
model the extrema of Q^ as a function of the variables q, <ps,
and £>as determine the periods and the orientations of the
dominant gratings. This approach enables predicting which
structures are possible, but does not enable determining
whether they are actually realized.

As will be shown in Sec. 3.4, the growth increments of
CW also depend on resonance factor (3.50), (3.51) (cf.
(3.54), (3.52)), and different situations, when one or an-
other extremum of the resonance factors gives rise to the
formation of the dominant grating, can be realized, depend-
ing on the pumping intensity. Thus the final conclusion re-
garding the realization of some specific grating and the opti-
mal conditions for such a realization can be drawn only
based on the theory of surface instabilities.

3.3. Feedback mechanisms in the premelting state.
Generation of coupled surface electromagnetic and acoustic
waves

This effect, arising due to nonuniform thermal expan-
sion, is studied in detail in Ref. 165. It is of interest primarily
for interpreting experiments with reversible gratings. 15° The
solution of the equation of heat conduction and the equation
for the displacement vector of the medium with the corre-
sponding boundary conditions leads to a dispersion equation

FIG. 21. a) Qualitative dependence of the real part
of the electromagnetic factor Re, on A:s in the case
ofametal [Vf = n + im, m>n, | e j>l (according
to the formula (3 .51) ] ;b) qualitative dependence
of Re 4 on k, in the case of a dielectric (m<n,
£ | > 1); c) qualitative dependence of the imaginary

part of the electromagnetic factor Im /,. on &s in the
case of a metal [m > n, \e\ > 1 (according to the for-
mula (3.51)) ]; d) qualitative dependence of Im /,
on ks in the case of a dielectric (m<n,
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forft = flq - 77, (£(r,f) = £0 exp(7,t + /il,f-/qr) + c.c.,
£0 is the seed amplitude of the SAW). It follows from this
equation that the critical pumping intensity for exciting
Rayleigh SAW (flq ~clq) is determined by the expression

(Vq>0 for |E,|2> £j|2r ),

where 7,, is the decay constant of S A W,c,t are the longitudi-
nal and transverse sound velocities, p is the density of the
medium, cv is the heat capacity per unit volume, K is the
hydrostatic compression modulus, and a is the coefficient of
thermal expansion. For copper, for example, using the data
in Ref. 167, we have /cr ^2 • 107 W/cm2 with A = 10.6/zm.

Aside from the usual (Rayleigh) SAW, the dispersion
equation165 also describes the excitation of a new class of
SAW, for which flq is determined by the intensity of laser
pump and the characteristics of the excitation of SEW.
These SAW were later studied in Ref. 216. Under normal
incidence, for example, laser pumping excites a static SAW
(ft, =0) with

_ 2 r
~ 3 L

I E.
J«vP («!-«!)

where x is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity. The critical
intensity for the case of copper (A — 1 .06 /zm ) is equal to
Ier =;2 • 108 W/cm2. For I, >/cr a static sinusoidal grating,
whose period is equal to the wavelength of the exciting radi-
ation A and the vector q is parallel to the vector Ej , appears
on the surface.

A detailed study of the characteristics of laser-induced
SAW as a function of the pumping parameters is carried out
in Ref. 165. Figure 22 shows the results obtained there for
the dependences of the increments of SAW on their direction
of propagation. For oblique (9 = 0) incidence of an s-polar-
ized and quite intense pumping wave, in the case when
2 cos20> 1, the absolute maximum of 7, is achieved for
cos <ps = cos <pas = sin 6 (see Fig. 22a). The corresponding
frequency and direction of the SAW vector are determined
by the expressions

q-Lkt ( i.e. q II E,), q = ka cos 6, Qq = Pctg. (3.14)

This absolute maximum of SAW is determined by the fact
that for cos q>s = cos 0>as = sin 6 (i.e., with qlk, ), as can be
seen from Fig. 20a, both SEW waves — the Stokes wave
(a = s) and the anti-Stokes wave (a = as) — are in reso-
nance, while for other orientations only one wave, either
a = s or a = as, is in resonance (see Fig. 20b).

For p polarization (as can be seen from Fig. 22b) the
maximum of 7, is achieved for two directions of
q(cos cps = ± 1); in this case, two SAW with the param-
eters qUkt,q = k0(l — sin 0);qTtk,,? = k0(l + sin 6) are
generated.

3.4. Generation of capillary waves and evaporation waves
accompanying the interaction of laser radiation with liquid
metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics

In the presence of a spatially uniform surface melt (the
pumping energy density W> Wme\t) two instabilities can
play the basic role: the capillary wave (CW) instabil-
ity 146-168'169 and the interference spatially nonuniform evap-
oration instability (IEI).170~173 These processes are usually
studied separately. Under certain conditions, however, the
hydrodynamic and evaporation effects can affect one an-
other.169'174 In this section we shall study both instabilities
using a unified approach.

Feedback accompanying the generation of CW and IEI
is formed by three mechanisms, depending on the degree of
heating of the surface: 1) because of the dependence of the
coefficient of surface tension a on T, thermocapillary forces
which build up CW with frequency flq and wave vector q,
arise; 2) the recoil pressure in the process of spatially nonun-
iform evaporation of matter from the surface makes an addi-
tional contribution to building up of CW; 3) finally, the pro-
cess of direct mass outflow accompanying spatially
nonuniform evaporation also increases the amplitude of the
modulation of the relief.

In this section a general dispersion equation taking into
account the contributions of both the evaporative mecha-
nism and generation of CW, whose solution fl — ft, — 17,
gives the increment 7, and the frequency flq as a function of
q, <a, 6, and the intensity and polarization of the pumping
wave for media with arbitrary dielectric permittivity
e = e' + /£•" = (« + im)2 is obtained. The dispersion equa-
tion obtained enables determining the regions where each of
the three indicated mechanism of formation of gratings
dominates and describing from a unified point of view the
generation of both the usual (q||Eit, q~k0, see Fig. 18) and
anomalous (qlEit) gratings, as well as small-scale (q>k0)
structures (qlEit), observed in Refs. 146 and 175 (Eit is the
projection of Ej on the plane z = 0).

It is important to emphasize the CW responsible for the
formation of gratings obey the dispersion law ft, — fl(q),

& A i FIG. 22. a) The time-dependent growth increment yv
of SAW as a function of cos <ps (see Ref. 165) in the
case of oblique incidence (0 7^0) of an s-polarized
pump wave; b) dependence of the time-dependent in-
crement of SAW yq on cos <ps in the case of oblique
incidence (0^0) of a p-polarized pump wave.

sin 9.[1 + <2a/bp)]/2, sin 6,

Wn W I Et |2b ~ 2E5L _ '' cos« 9,
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which depends substantially on the parameters of the laser
radiation. For this reason the waves studied here form an
essentially qualitatively new class of CW, which can be
called laser-induced CW. The dispersion law obtained here
for these waves describes the generation of CW doublets.
The existence of laser-induced evaporation waves whose dis-
persion characteristics depend on the parameters of laser
pumping and the value of e(a>) also follows from the general
dispersion equation (see Sec. 3.5).

3.4. 1. Spatially nonuniform heating, evaporation and motion
of liquid accompanying the interaction of radiation with
matter

We shall assume that the melt occupies the half-space
z> £(*,/),

I (x, t) = Ei (x, t) + (x, t)

= IEi (0 +

= E« (*) e-i

c.c.

c.c. , (3.15)

where £, (x, t) is an arbitrary Fourier component of the relief
formed when matter is removed from the surface during the
evaporation process, and £2(x, f ) is the relief arising owing
to the excitation of CW (we note that in (3.15), in contrast
to (3.2), £, (t) contains the full dependence on t ) .

We shall take into account the fact that because of the
evaporation of matter from the surface the interface (3.15)
moves as a whole with a velocity u0 along the z axis. We
introduce a moving coordinate system x, y, z, related to the
stationary coordinate system by the relations x = x', y = y',
z =z' — v0t. In the moving coordinate system the interface
will be described by the formula (3.15), while the distribu-
tion of the fields (3.5) will remain virtually unchanged
owing to the shortness of the time over which stationary
amplitudes E, , Ea are established in calculating them it may
be assumed that £„ (0 = const, v0 = 0) .

The saturation vapor pressure over the surface is given
by the formula176'177

x, t)] ,

(3.16)
and the temperature dependence of the rate of evaporation of
matter is determined by the expression

f)

Aat
2 • (3.19)

We shall assume that the melt is an incompressible liq-
uid. In the moving coordinate system the motion of the liq-
uid is described by the equation158

Aq> = 0, -g-—vo~g—=vAA, divA = 0,

v = grad <p + rot A, (3.20)
where v is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity, q> and A are
the scalar and vector potentials of the velocity v. We repre-
sent the temperature of the surface in the form

T (x, z, t) = T, (z) + T, (x, z, t), (3.21)

where T0(z) is the temperature characterized by the uni-
form heating along the surface z = 0, and Tl (x^,t) ~£(x,t)
is the spatially nonuniform heating of the liquid. The bound-
ary conditions at z = 0 can be written down, with accuracy
up to terms proportional to £2 using (3.16)-(3.19), in the
following form:

(3-22)

0 =pin/2p, a0 = a/p, am = dcr/pdT,pOT = dpin/
2pdT, Tos = T0(z = 0) g0 = gc//j, gc and g is the accelera-
tion of gravity. The velocity component vz is related to£2(x,
t) by the relation

vz(x, z=0, *) = •
dt

(3.23)

— »

With the use of (3.7)-(3. 10) the heating of the liquid in the
presence of evaporation from a surface with the relief (3.15)
is described in the moving coordinate system by the equation

-S

c.c. ,
(3.24)

RT (x, 2, t) RT(x, z, t) b v '

where pc is the saturated vapor pressure at the temperature
of the surface equal_to Tc, C/is the activation energy per unit
volume, R = nkB,nis the number of molecules of the mate-
rial per unit volume, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The
constant C0 is determined from the experimental depen-
dence of/>sat on T, if the following relation is used176

PM = *>o (ZnpRT)1/2, (3.18)
where p is the density of the material. If it is assumed that in
the evaporation process the molecules returning to the sur-
face stick to the surface, then the recoil pressure is approxi-
mately equal to

dT (x, z, t)
dn

where x = cpx, cp is the heat capacity per unit volume,
y0 = Y + Y*> and gv is tne latent heat of vaporization per
unit volume, T[n is the initial temperature, and n is the unit
vector normal to the surface z = g(x,t). The quantities/o,/s,
and/as, characterizing the intensity of the heat sources, in
the case of s-polarized incident radiation and with arbitrary
f(<y) are given by

a»8 '* ! lE , i «_ (326)
/o = -ncp\

Ysr8 sin2 ip, fcjCOS2(jps\

' TS + VS I '
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and in the case of a p-polarized pumping wave we have

-fTo

fI s

ZO>E »z

ncp i Rkz + JY |Z

2o)E" fcz . E
ncp | £fcz + iY I 2

| 7 | a (ft2 sin2 ms — 7srs
X 2

* 1 F I'
J.2 1 fii 1 1
KO

) + Mt[M. + (V.T'-vr.)cos,8]

(3.27)

where cos cpa = (k,ka )/ktka, a = s, as. The quantities/as

for s- and p-polarized pumping waves are obtained from
(3.26) and (3.27) by the substitution £—»£*, ks-*kas,
<PS-HP*S, rs-Tas» rs-*r*, y-^y*.

We shall solve the problem (3.24)-(3.27) in two
stages. In the stationary state, in the zeroth-order approxi-
mation in g(x,t) we obtain2' from (3.24)

(3.28)

where 7"0s is the as yet unknown surface temperature. The
stationary solution of the problem (3.28) can be written in
the form

r0(z) = 4e-vo*-j-jSe-t

A=-
Yo(YoX — "o) ' "o)

. i_ (3.29)

-^-rj. (3.30)

In the zeroth-order approximation in g(x,t) we obtain from
the formula (3.17)

„ -Ce-
u/Rr°> (3.31)"o — ̂ oe

The expressions (3.30) and (3.31) determine the stationary
values of v0 and r0s as a function of the intensity and polar-
ization of the laser radiation.

We now proceed to the calculation of the spatially non-
uniform (along the surfaces = 0) temperature distribution
r,(x, z, ?). In the approximation linear in £(*,?) from
(3.24) and (3.25) and using (3.28), we obtain the problem

dTl dT-i

- - -

.c.],

(x, z, t)
dz dz"

(3.32)

To solve this problem it is necessary to calculate vz. We shall
seek the established solution of the problem (3.20) in the
form

cp = cp0 exp (—iqx — qz + J^O + C.C., Q = Qq — ivq,
(3.33)

Ay = a0 exp (—iqx — 6z + iSJi) + c.c., Ax = Az = 0,

& (f) = g10 exp (iQt), lt (t)

= 1M exp (iQt), 10 = E10 + Eio, (3-34)

where cp0, a0,^0 determine the motion of the liquid and the
relief of the surface due to the presence of fluctuations and 5
is a constant. Substituting (3.33) into (3.20) we obtain

(3.35)

c.c. (3.36)

From the formula (3.23), and using (3.15) and (3.34), we
find the relation

I . / T T7 \» q<(o+iqao (3.37)

We substitute (3.34), (3.36), (3.37) into (3.32), and we
shall seek the established distribution T,(x,z,t) in the form

Tl (x, z, t) = Tia (z) exp (-iqx + i

The quantity T10(z) is easily found from (3.32), but has a
quite cumbersome form. To derive the dispersion equation,
however, it is sufficient to determine T{ (x, z = 0, t). Intro-
ducing the notation

A h ,_ |_. /88

XYt YT* *

fa

"o \
XYT / '

X(YT+?) — »o
+ -

+ X(VT+6) — "o

YT" '

YT*~ '

(3.38)

we shall write T, (x, z = 0, ?) in the form

TI(X, z = 0, 0

c.c •
(3.39)

Thus the temperature distribution is a linear function of the
seed fluctuation amplitudes £0, q>0, a0.

3.4.2. Dispersion equation for waves of modulation of the
relief. Competition between three feedback mechanisms in
the formation of surface structures as a function of the
conditions of laser heating of the liquid

To obtain the temperature distribution on the surface
z = £(x,t), we shall expand (3.21) in a Taylor series up to
terms proportional to £ 2. Applying the last boundary condi-
tion (3.28) we obtain

Using this expression, we linearize the relation (3.17) with
respect to £(x,t). Keeping in mind (3.31 ), we obtain

dt Y.RT*

RT*
-T1(x,z=0,t). (3.40)
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We now substitute (3.15), (3.34), (3.37), and (3.39)
into Eq. (3.40) and the boundary conditions (3.22). As a
result we arrive at a system of three linear homogeneous
equations for the seed amplitudes |"0, <p0, a0:

3 — 2v<?6)a0 = 0,

v?2) <p0 + ' [<

(62+9
2)]a0 = 0,

where
(3.41)

2pRT\

(a>0 is the frequency of free CW) . The condition for a nontri-
vial solution of the system ( 3.41 ) yields the dispersion equa-
tion.

Analysis of the experimental data shows that in all cases
of practical interest /s < | ft | , 4vq2. Because of this the disper-
sion equation, following from (3.41 ), has the form

i>0 (q+8)iQ [4v2?3 (?-

(8 + q) + vl8q]} A, + { -aOT?

For pump wave parameters for which yq > 0, the ampli-
tudes of the corresponding Fourier components of the sur-
face relief grow exponentially as a function of time. The rate
of this growth is determined by the thermocapillary forces
( ~<TOT ), evaporation pressure forces ( ~/>OT ), and the di-
rect outflow of mass accompanying evaporation ( ~ V T ) .
The contributions of these processes to ft, according to
(3.42), are in the approximate ratio |<JOT \q

2:pOTq:vT |ft|.
For quite low pumping intensities, when the surface

temperature r0s is such that the inequality

(3.43)

holds, the thermocapillary mechanism of excitation of the
modulations of the relief dominates. When the condition
(3.33) breaks down, which occurs when the pumping inten-
sity is raised, the effect of the pressure of evaporation on the
motion of the liquid must be taken into account. As the in-
tensity is further raised, when j ft | grows to such an extent
that (here we took into account the relation (3.18))

1 0 1 (3.44)

the mass outflow accompanying evaporation is the deter-
mining factor.

The complex frequency ft (q), according to Eq. (3.42),
depends substantially on the parameters of the incident radi-
ation through the quantities A ,,A2,A3. The first two terms in
the expression (3.38) for^ arise owing to the presence of
interference thermal sources (/s,/as ) in (3.32). Their mag-
nitude depends on the orientation of q relative to the plane of
incidence of the laser radiation. The third term in A , , corre-
sponding in the boundary conditions ( 3.32) to the term pro-
portional to d27"o/dz2, characterizes the thermal contribu-
tion to ft which is independent of the orientation of q. The
quantities A2 and A3, taking into account the "magnifica-
tion" in the liquid, are independent of the orientation of q
and correspond in (3.32) to the term vz

3.4.3. Generation of CW and the characteristics of the
dominant surface structures for s polarization of the
pumping wave

When the surface temperature is not much greater than
the melting temperature, so that the condition ( 3.43 ) holds,
wecansetv0 =/Vr = VT = 0,in (3.35), (3. 38), and (3.42),
i.e., evaporation effects can be neglected. In this case, after
some transformations, from (3.42) we shall obtain the dis-
persion equation describing the instability of the CW ampli-
tudes with arbitrary polarization of the pump:

g) r 2?6
L6«-g

(3.45)

where

= I OTOT (3.46)

Here we took into account the fact that <7OT < 0 by setting
( -CTQT) = l < % r l -

If/, and/s are given by the formulas (3.26), then Eq.
(3.45) describes the rate of growth (decay) of the Fourier
amplitudes of the CW with s polarization of the pump and
arbitrary e(co).

For simplicity we shall further assume that the condi-
tions
v < x, | e | > 1, v0 > | VT |, | Q. | > co0, | Q | > vga

(3.47)
hold. This situation is often realized in experiments (for ex-
ample, in Refs. 145, 139,and 153). It is easy to see that under
the conditions (3.47) Eq. (3.45) is substantially simplified
and assumes the form

(/Q)2 = aq - <og. (3.48)

We substitute (3.26) into (3.46) and use the relation
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„ . _ „ + ? ' „ ) , a = s, as.
Then the expression for a, can be written in the form

I OUT I /o9z

B* —1 / A-| sin2 cpas

5 sin2 cps

1.2
KQ

s + Vs

(3-49)

The number one in the brackets in ( 3.49 ) corresponds to the
purely thermal, independent of the orientation of q, contri-
bution to H. We shall now show that a, undergoes resonant
growth, when ks x k0 or fcas s; k0. Keeping in mind the condi-
tions (3.47), we can set in the expression (3.49) near reso-
nance

rs + Ys « Vs « (m — in) ka, Tls + vJ8 « ySs » (m + in) fc0.
VT + 7s + T* « YT + Yas + T « 2/c0m.

In this case the sum of the terms proportional to
k2

0/(Ta +Ya) exactly compensate the unit term in the
brackets in (3.49). As a result near resonance we have

(a = s, as).
We introduce the notation

(3.50)

In this notation the real and imaginary parts of /s near reso-
nance (ks^k0) can be written in the form

ReZs =

ReL=-
vl+K

fcs

fcfi

"-0*

(3.51)

"-o-

The qualitative dependence of Re ls and Im /s on ks for
metals (m>n) and dielectrics ( m < n ) are presented in Fig.
21. We shall further assume that q2 + (Y9 /%) so
that (7T~7oT = t?2+ (7q/j)]1/2 may be regarded as a
real quantity. Then, substituting (3.51) into (3.50), we ob-
tain in the region ka >&0

a = |aOT| /Og2

•+• ias sin

I /o9S

fas \
Vn I '

PTM'

(3.52)

where a= , b ̂ . Analogous expressions can be
obtained for a and 6 in the region ka S k0, in which for met-
als the quantity b has a local maximum (see Figs. 21 c and d).
The expression for/0 in (3.52) for \£ >1 can be written,
according to (3.26), in the form

:kj, 2mn _.., „ r c IE,!2

/o (3.53)
cp m2 + n2 """ "' 'i 2n '

In the notation of (3.52) the solution of Eq. (3.48) has the
form

. (3-54)

It is evident from (3.54) and (3.52) that 7, is maxi-
mum for those CW for which a and b 2 assume their maxi-

mum values. In the case when f |>l (see Fig. 21) a = max
when kl =kl + (m+n)2kl/(m2 + n2)2^kl, and
62 = maxfor^^ =k\ + m2kl/(m2 + H2)-^.

This means that for the dominant CW the modulus
|ka | ~ k0 is fixed, and the orientation of ka for the time being
remains arbitrary (see Fig. 20). In accordance with the law
of conservation of momentum (3.la) the wave vectors of
these CW are found from the relation

q2 = /c2, + k\ — 2/cafct cos q>0. (3.55)

In what follows those CW for which ks = /ca, sinVs

= sin2£>a will be called degenerate. The degenerate case of
the orientation of q (or ka ) is realized for a) 6 = 0 and arbi-
trary values of <ps and b) Q ̂ 0 and Ss = it/I (see Fig. 20a).
All other CW will be called nondegenerate. For degenerate
CW two diffracted electromagnetic waves (Stokes and anti-
Stokes) make simultaneously the same resonant contribu-
tion to a (3.52), and in this case b = 0. In the nondegenerate
case only one of the two waves (Stokes and anti-Stokes) can
make a resonant contribution to a and b2.

We introduce the quantity
s (3.56)

Then, on the basis of the remarks made above, we shall for-
mulate the results as follows. The quantity 7, for de-
generate CW assumes its maximum value when k\
= kl + (m +n)2ko/(m2+ n2)2 and is equal to
(a = max, b = 0)

if (3.57)

where in the expression (3.56) for alt according to (3.55),
we must set qzzk0 cos d, sin2«ps ;^cos2#. The maximum val-
ues of 7q for nondegenerate CW with a1<24<a2,/7 are at-
tained when k 2 = k 2

0 + mk2
0/(m

2 + n2)2 and are equal to
(a = 0, b = max)

= - - (3'58)

and for a, > 24«g/7 the maximum values of 7, are given by
the formula (A:2 = k2

0 + k2
0(m + n)2/(m2 + n2)2,

a = max, b

(3.59)

In the expressions (3.58) and (3.59) a, is determined by the
formula (3.56). The formulas (3.57)-(3.59) give the fre-
quencies of the dominant CW and the growth increments of
the amplitudes as a function of the orientation of q and of the
pumping intensity. Figure 23 shows the dependence of yq on
cos f>s for three values of 0 according to the formulas
( 3.57 )-( 3.59 ). The absolute maximum of 7, corresponds to
CW with the parameters

(3.60)
It is evident from Fig. 23 that for Q £ 35-40° 7, assumes its
absolute maximum value when cos <p^ s=0, i.e., for the non-
degenerate wave with the parameters (see Fig. 20)
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rQ/<»o

-1,0

FIG. 23. Theoretical dependence of the increment f, of the dominant CW
in a germanium melt on the orientation of q and the angle of incidence of
the s-polarized pump wave according to the formulas (3.55)-(3.59).
rmcl, = 1200 K, p = 5.51 q/cm3, v = 1.35 • 10~2 cmVs. % = 0.1 cmVs,
c = 2.45 - 107 erg/cm3 • deg181; a = 600 dynes/cm, a0T = 0.07 cm3/
s • deg'82; £= — 3 2 + ;' 72153 Pumping parameters A = 1 ftm.
/, =2 -10 7 W/cm2, «op = 1.64-103 c~'. 1-0 = 20°; 2-0=30°,
3 _ e = 40.

cos6g = —
sine (3.61)

In this case the vector q of the wave (3.61) is neither parallel
nor perpendicular to E{. We emphasize that Fig. 23 is more
qualitative than quantitative in nature, since in calculating
y, weset?2 + (y^/^^qin (3.56).

We note that for both metals and dielectrics the incre-
ments of the dominant CW (and this is evident from (3.55 )-
(3.59)) are virtually independent of « and m. This occurs
because of the fact that the dependence of the quantities a
andfton m andn, appearing in (3.52) through/!,, is compen-
sated by the dependence of the resonant factor (3.51) on m
and n.

3.4.4. Generation of CW and the characteristics of the
dominant surface structures for p polarization of the
pumping wave

In this case the quantities/0 and/s in Eqs. (3.45) and
(3.46) are given by the formulas (3.27). We shall study here
metals (m>n) and dielectrics (m <«) for which e\> 1. As
in the case of s polarization of the pump wave the quantity fa

(3.27) exhibits a resonance near ka ~k0. Near the resonance
the expression (3.27) for/s can be written in the form

(362)

where / (d,q>s) = n *cosVs — sin 6 cos <ps, n * = fcs /&0 s 1,
while the quantity /„, unlike the corresponding expression
(3.53), right up to angles of incidence 6 close to the glancing
angle, is independent of 0 and is equal to

2mn (3.63)

The expression for/as is obtained from (3.62) with the help
of the substitution indicated after the formula (3.27).

We shall assume that the conditions (3.47) hold. In this
case the dispersion equation (3.45) reduces to the form
(3.48), where

L YT+YS+Y* I ers+Ys rs+YS /
(3.64)

X?T

•—1

FIG. 24. Dependence of the growth increment of CW yv on the orienta-
tion of q with p polarization of the pump wave for the case of germanium.
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 23 (according to the formulas
(3.55), (3.57)-(3.59), (3.65)). 1) 0=20°;2) 0 = 40°;3) 0 = 60°.

Comparison of the formulas (3.49) and (3.64) shows that
the expression (3.64) is obtained from (3.49) by the substi-
tution /0 (3.53)-»/<, (3.63) and sin2(pa^.f(6, <pa). This
means that the expressions for the increments of the domi-
nant C W in the case of a p-polarized pumping wave will be
given by the formulas (3.57)-(3.59), in which (3.56) must
be replaced by

4fc0 |o"0TI -fi<72

(3.65)X | w* cos2 tps — sin 9 cos eps

We note that when Q ̂  0, in the situation shown in Fig. 20a
f(6, cpa)=Q.

Graphs of the dependence of the increments of the
dominant CW on the orientation of their wave vectors q
(i.e., on cos tps), shown in Fig. 24, were constructed based
on the formulas (3.55), (3.57)-(3.59), and (3.65). In addi-
tion, we set in (3.65) q2 + 7, /x—q1- It is evident from these
graphs that for small fixed angles 6 the CW with
cos tps = ± 1 have the largest values of 7,. The parameters
of these CW can be described by the formulas

cos q>8 = 1, q || Elt, q = &„ (n* — sin 9) =
cos q>5 = —1, q || Eit, q = k0 (n* + sin 9) &z ?„ (3.66)

-4-v*
s~ 'a

where n*2 in accordance with (3.58) and (3.59) is equal to
n*2 = I + m2/(m2 + n2)2 for al>24cof}/7 and
n*2 = I + (m + n)2/(m2 + n2)2 for a,>24a>g/7. As the
angle 6 is increased the increment of CW with q2 increases,
and the increment with q, decreases. The increments of
structures with the parameters 0<cos^s <«*~'sin^ in-
crease with the angle 0.

3.4.5. Nature of doublet structures

Experiments178'179-153 have established that together
with the structures (3.60) and (3.66) structures with the
same orientation but with somewhat smaller values of q are
generated, i.e., a doublet of structures with close values of q
is excited. We shall show (see Ref. 187) that this theory
predicts generation of doublets of C W, whose wave vectors
coincide with the experimental values of q for doublets of
surface gratings.153>3) We shall do this for the case of s polar-
ization of the pump wave and Ss = ir/2 (see Fig. 20a)—
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conditions corresponding to the experiment in Ref. 153.
We shall assume that the conditions (3.47) hold; in this

case, Eq. (3.45) has the form (3.48), where a, is given by
the formula (3.49). We shall take into account the fact that
for 8, = w/2, ks = kas, sin2<ps = sin2^as. Then arguments
analogous to those in Sec. 4.3 enable writing a, near reso-

nance (&s Zk0) in the form aqzz\ OT 8

sinVs xcos20. Let 02> | fl\/x\ then yr
lzsq ' —

and from (3.48) we obtain (ifl)2 + 2Aqi(l + co2
0- a<0) = 0;

flq0> = \aOT l/<A>*sCOs30/A'OT(-*s +0 n )>

A^= crfrT[fQxscasd/4x2ktfn(xl +0 2 ) , where we have
set qzzk0 cos 6. The solution of this equation has the form

Vq + iQq =. — j4q + (A\ + fl," — COJS)1/2. ( 3.67)

We note that (3.67) is a generalization of the formulas
(3.57), in whose derivation it was assumed for simplicity
that yT is real.

For high pumping intensities, such that the condition
max {A 2 + a£0>} > col holds, the increment 7, has two posi-
tive peaks. The first peak in y^, determined by the minimum
of the quantity Re /s (see Figs. 2la and b), corresponds to
CW with the parameters

q = *„ (n*2 - sin2 6)'/2q || E,, (3.68)

where in the case of metals n*2 = 1 + (m — n)2/
(»j2 + K2)2, while for dielectrics n*2 = 1. In this case
yq = - A^ nq = (oil - <> - A \)1/2. The second peak in
y, is associated with the maximum of Re /s (see Figs. 21a
and b). The frequency of the corresponding CW is Oq ~0,
and the vector q is determined by the formulas (3.60). The
numerical solution for the full equation (3.45) for the case of
germanium with 5S = ir/2 is given in Figs. 25 and 26. It is
evident that the peak values of the increments, obtained by
the numerical calculation (see Fig. 25) and from the ap-
proximate formulas (3.47)-(3.49) (see Fig. 23), are some-
what different. For high pumping intensities, when the con-
ditions (3.47) are better satisfied, these values converge to
one another. It is evident from Fig. 25 that the magnitude of
the peak and the width of the resonance for CW with large
values of q is greater than the corresponding values of yq for
CW with smaller values of q. The positions of the peaks are

FIG. 25. Dependence of the increment of CW yq on the modulus of q for
<5S = ir/2 and an s-polarized pump in the case of germanium. The param-
eters of the material and of the pump are the same as in Fig. 23 (the
numerical solution of Eq. (3.45)).

0,9Z 0,9^ 0,96 0,98 i,00 1,02.

FIG. 26. The dependence of the frequency of CW n, on the modulus of q.
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 23 (numerical solution of Eq.
(3.45)).

well described by the expressions (3.68) and (3.60). The
experimental153 and theoretical values of q (according to the
formulas (3.60) and (3.68)) as a function of 6 are compared
in Fig. 27. It is evident that they are in good agreement with
one another. The appearance of doublets of gratings can also
be explained by other mechanisms, which take into account
the presence of two extrema in the electromagnetic factor
( see Fig. 21). Thus it is concluded in Refs. 1 53 and 202 based
on the experiments performed that generation in the upper
branch of Fig. 27 is determined by CW and generation in the
lower branch is determined by the appearance of a nonuni-
form melt on the surface (see also Ref. 209). In Ref. 127 the
formation of doublet structures is interpreted differently —
the structures are interpreted as being the consequence of
splitting of the dispersion curve of SEW.

3.4.6. Generation of small-scale structures under the action
of laser radiation "7

Thus far we have studied generation of CW under the
condition that q~k0. We shall show that Eq. (3.45) also
describes excitation of CW with q^k0 (small-scale struc-
tures, observed experimentally146'175).

We shall assume that the conditions

(3.69)

hold. In this case the general equation (3.45) simplifies and
has the form (3.48), where a, in the case of s polarization
(to whose analysis we shall confine our attention here) is
given by the formula ( 3.49 ) . In the region q>k0 in ( 3.49 ) we

0.70

O.BO

0,50

4ff 50 58 ffZ

FIG. 27. Comparison of the theoretical (according to formulas (3.60)
and (3.68) — solid lines) and experimental '"( + ) dependences of the
doublet of values of q on 0 in the case of germanium. The parameters are
the same as in Fig. 23.
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can set rs~T^^ka^q, y,~yas~(q2 ~ k2
0e)112, cosV,

x cos2£>as . In addition, in accordance with ( 3 . 69 ) in the for-
mula (3.49) we substitute yT~(l/#) - (/fl/2^3). Then
after some transformations Eq. (3.48) acquires the form

(3.70)

AJ5 cos8 ys

I0n1l_/ng_

X

l / 0 < ? (2Re[-
*- *-

e— 1

B sin* qis

•"a —
2X92

where/0 is given by the formula (3.53). We shall now study
separately the following cases:

. / T -71 \

g> ko | e |i/2) | e | > 1. (3.72)

In the region determined by the inequalities (3.71), from
(3.70) we obtain (co2

Q -aq
0)>g2/4)

,..<Ps (3.73)

In the region determined by the formulas (3.72), from Eq.
(3.70) we have

(3.74)
i""-=-tq

I OPT I

Analysis of the formulas (3.73) and (3.74) shows that
for arbitrary angles of incidence 6 in the region q">k0 the CW
for which cos2<ps = 1 should have the highest values of 7,.
These CW, unlike the previously studied structures, corre-
spond to waves with orientation qlE,. Comparison of (3.73)
and (3.74) shows that the transition from (3.73) to (3.74)
occurs at q^k0m. In this case, in the region k04,q<k0m the
quantity y^ is independent of q, and in the region q > k0m it
decreases as q increases. Therefore, the continuum of domin-
ating structures should have the parameters

qJ_Ej, k0m. (3.75)

In the case of a germanium melt with A = 1.06
e = — 32 + /' • 72.l53 Using this expression for E, in accor-
dance with Drude's model we find that for A = 10.6 fim
e= - 38.9 + «870, i.e., n = 20.4 and m = 21.3. Therefore
at /L = 10.6 //m the periods of the frozen dominant "fine"
structures must lie, according to (3.75), in the region A /
m~0.5 ^m<c/</l = 10.6 //m. This is in good agreement
with experiment,146 where independently of Q a continuum
of structures with 0.8 /zmS J53 pm and the orientation
(3.75) was generated.

We shall calculate 7, from the formula (3.73) with the
characteristic experimental intensity /, = 10s W/cm2

U = 10.6Jum,rp = 2 - 10~7s146). According to (3.53) and
(3.73), we have at (9 = 0:

For estimates we shall use the data which are presented in
the caption to Fig. 23, and the value off calculated based on
Drude's model. For these parameters we obtain
yq = 1.35 • 107 s~', i.e., yqrp = 2.7. This means that the
mechanism of the instability of CW gives rise to substantial
growth of the amplitudes of small CW over the time rp . For
p polarization the results are analogous.

3.5. Dependence of the interference instability of laser
evaporation on the dielectric permittivity of the medium

For sufficiently high pumping intensities (when the
condition (3.44) holds) evaporation waves begin to play the
main role in the formation of surface structures. In this case
the wave of modulation of the relief is given as before by the
formula( 3.15), where now J",(f)>£2(f) . The dispersion re-
lation for the evaporation wave is derived most simply from
the system ( 3.41 ), neglecting in it the hydrodynamic terms
(<p0 = a0 = 0). Then from the first equation of (3.41) we
have (using the condition vTA ,>ys )

iQ = ivlj. (3.76)

This dispersion relation can also be obtained from the gen-
eral dispersion equation (3.42), when |ft|>v^2, VgQ, a0.

The dependence of the growth increments yq in the
presence of IEI on E ( to ) , following from ( 3 . 76 ) , is studied in
detail in Ref. 172. We shall elucidate the basic characteris-
tics of this dependence here for the example of s polarization
of the pumping wave.

Substituting yT and^4, from (3.41) and (3.38) intoEq.
(3.76) and using the relation (k2

a -yara) (Ta +ya)
= k o (£Ta +ya), we obtain an expression for the incre-

ment yq which is valid for arbitrary values of e(.a>) and an-
gles of incidence 0. In so doing we shall neglect the thermal
instability associated with the uniform surface heating177

and we shall study only IEI (for a more detailed discussion
see Ref. 1 72). Under the condition that?2- k l*>vl/x, |ft|/
X the expression for the increment has the form

Tq =
2me" B —1
ng 7s+Y* + «

ysrs sin2 q>6 kl cos8 cps

e* —1 Vasr?s si°2 'Pas fcg cos2 <pas

M
)]. (3.77)

The expression (3.77) contains two types of terms, propor-
tional to sin2£>s and cos Vs , reflecting the characteristics of
the diffraction of the incident wave by the modulation of the
relief.4' If we study for simplicity the case of normal inci-
dence (6 = 0), then in (3.77)

S = ra = VBP, ks = fcas = q, cos2 cps = cos2 <pas.

Then the expression ( 3.77) can be represented in the follow-
ing general form:

Y, = b (e, q) sin2 tpg + a (e, q) cos2 q>,. (3.78)

It can be shown that ife' < — 1, \E' >£•", then the first term
describing the excitation of SEW plays the main role in
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TABLE V. The dependence of the periods and orientations of gratings on e = e' + is"

e

Type of lattice

Orientation and pe-
riod with s polariza-
tion
Orientation and pe-
riod with p polariza-

ft == I ~f~ \ft

e' < - 1

Normal

x '

qllEu,,
X

n* ± sin 8

-1 < e' < o

Anomalous

q J_ El*,

0 <~ a <* k

q -L Ely,
0 <~ a <T it«

0 < e' < 1

Anomalous

q 1 Eix,
X

|(e')1/2±sine|

X
(e'-sin»8)1/2

e ' > l

Normal

q||Etx,
X

(rt*«-sin«8)1/2

X* '
n* ± sin 8

rore'<- l(sew).

(3.78) (at resonance b /a ~ e'\/e">\). For this reason, the
normal gratings with sin2^>s = 1 (i.e., qlk,) dominate in
this case. The angular dependences of the increments of IEI
are analogous to those of SAW or CW, obtained for the same
values of e.172

In the case when — !<£'<!, £'|>£", conversely,
fl(£,q) >b(e,q), i.e., the increment 7, reaches a maximum
with cos2f s = 1. In this case the "anomalous" gratings with
q||k, will grow most rapidly.

Finally, when e'>\, £'>£•", it turns out that
*(f,q) >a(e,q) and in this case the "normal" gratings with
qlk are generated.

Table V summarizes the results for the periods and ori-
entations of the dominant gratings occurring with IEI as a
function off and 6, obtained in Ref. 172.

We note that the general expressions for the increments
of SAW and CW are entirely analogous to the expressions
for 7, for IEI. This means that the general characteristics of
the dependence of 7, on£(co), presented in Table V, could
also be valid for these instabilities (in the case |f|>l as
shown in Refs. 168, 165, and 171, this is indeed so). This
analogy is made possible, as already pointed out, by the uni-
versality of the first two stages of instabilities—diffraction,
interference, and creation of a temperature field on the sur-
face.

3.6. Experiments on the excitation of surface gratings and the
theory of laser-Induced instabilities

As we saw in Sees. 3.3-3.5, the characteristics of all
laser-induced instabilities studied are determined by the val-
ue of the dielectric permittivity £•(«). For this reason the
case of metals in which e(eo) is least subjected to changes
during the laser pulse admits the most unambiguous inter-
pretation.

In all experiments carried out on metals144"146 it was
found that for not very large angles 0<0 5 35° gratings whose
front is perpendicular to the projection of the field Ej on the
z = 0 plane (q||Ei,) are generated. For s polarization one
grating with the period ds/l /cos 0 is generated, while for p
polarization two gratings with the periods d± xA/
(15^sin 6} are generated (see Fig. 19).

From the viewpoint of the theory of laser-induced insta-
bilities (SAW—Sec. 3.3, CW—Sec. 3.4, or IEI—Sec. 3.5)
the dominant gratings correspond to surface waves with

maximum growth increments 7,. For e' < — 1 the predic-
tions of the theory of all three instabilities are in agreement
with the above-indicated experimental results (compare
Figs. 22-24).

Gratings with the same orientation for s or p polariza-
tion of the laser wave are also the main gratings in the case of
semiconductors.

If, on the other hand, circularly polarized pulses inter-
act with the semiconductor, then in accordance with the the-
ory of the CW or IEI instability for a quite long exposure
time all gratings with 7, > 0 should grow on the surface; in
addition, in the approximation linear in £„ their amplitudes
must be all the higher the larger is the value of 7,. The exper-
iment in Ref. 180 confirms this conclusion (compare Fig. 28
with Figs. 23 and 24). The sharp peaks in 7, for cos^s

ssin 0 in Fig. 23 correspond to sharp diffraction peaks for
qlk, in Fig. 28, and the wide peaks for qt Tkt and qtik, in
Fig. 28 correspond to values of 7q with cos ^>s = + 1 in Fig.
24. Finally, the local peaks for cos q>s = 0 in Fig. 23 or the
local peak in Fig. 24 correspond to the additional small
peaks in Fig. 28.

The theoretical study of the heating of a surface by a
laser pulse (see below) shows that under conditions typical
for experiments on ILA and generation of surface gratings
melting of the surface is achieved in both metals and semi-

FIG. 28. Angular spectrum of diffraction of the probe wave, probing the
complicated periodic structure frozen on the Ge surface. The structure
was created by pulsed circularly polarized radiation with A = 1.06 ,um
(the photograph of this surface is shown in Fig. 17c; from Ref. 180). The
positions of the peaks in the angular spectrum are in good agreement with
the theory (Figs. 23 and 24).
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FIG. 29. Time dependence of the specular reflection (a) and diffraction
(b) of the probing radiation from the Ge surface subjected to the action of
a laser pulse with rp = 20 ns and intensity I,. The pulse begins at t = 0. 1:
It =5 • 106 W/cm2; the surface is nonuniformly melted; the intensity of
specular reflection is low; 2:1, ~2.5 • 107 W/cm2, uniform melting of the
surface: the specular reflection reaches 75%, the oscillations are deter-
mined by the excited CW.

conductors. In Refs. 153 and 202 the presence of a uniform
melt was confirmed by a) the appearance of a phase of high
optical reflection and b) the appearance of oscillations in the
intensity of the diffraction of the probing radiation, owing to
the presence of CW on the surface (Fig. 29). Then the fact
that the characteristic intensities for which the surface grat-
ings are formed in metals are approximately an order of mag-
nitude higher than in semiconductors is explained by the
higher melting threshold of metals.

It should be noted that thus far no experiment which
would unequivocally elucidate the feedback mechanism ac-
companying generation of surface gratings has been per-
formed. Thus in the experiments of Refs. 152, 153, and 202
the duration of the pumping pulse is of the same order of
magnitude as the frequency a>0 of free CW. These experi-
ments therefore essentially record the fact that the perturba-
tion of the relief of the surface arising during the laser pulse
spreads out after the pulse terminates in the form of damped
free CW. In this connection we shall present below theoreti-
cal estimates indicating the high efficiency of the mechanism
of generation of C W with pumping intensities characteristi-
cally used in experiments.

We shall estimate the threshold intensity of radiation
required for melting. From the solution of the nonstationary
equation (3.28) with u0 = 0 in the zeroth-order approxima-
tion in £q (y ~£<,) we obtain an expression for the tempera-

ture (valid over the times y^t^l, ?> ):

From here, using for/0 the expression (3.26) for s po-
larization and(3.27)forp polarization we obtain the thresh-
old melting intensity Emelta

 2(a = s,p) in the case of met-
als (£'<- 1, \£'\>£")

where Ar=rmel t -T-m.
Analogously, for dielectrics (e'^e" ,

(e')'/2, c —
elt8 ~ COS2 6

n q = 0 ) in

(3.80)

We shall make some numerical estimates which demon-
strate the possibility of efficient generation of CW for the
case of Ge under the conditions of the experiments of Refs.
153 and 202 (where A = 1.06 /m, rp = 20 ns, It = 2.5 • 107

W/cm2). The melting threshold according to the formula
(3.80) is 7melt == 6.4 • 106 W/cm2 (for Ge in the solid phase
p = 5.46 r/cm3, cp (400 K) = 1.87 X 107 erg/cm3 • deg,
*(273 K) = (0.6 • 107 erg/cm • s • deg. rmelt = 1210 K,182

s = 16 + / • 0.8'53). The threshold for excitation of a static
grating on the surface of the melt (6 — 0, q = k0 = 2ir/A,

accordance with (3.57) is equal to
= 6.1 • 106 W/cm2 (the data for liquid Ge required for

the estimates are presented in the caption to Fig. 23 ) . Since
7gen </meU, generation of static gratings is possible immedi-
ately after melting of the surface. For an intensity of
/th =9.3 • 106 W/cm2, according to the formula (3.80)
melting is achieved after 9.8 nsec, and during the remaining
Ar = 10.5 ns, in accordance with the formulas (3.56) and
(3.57), the static grating with q||Ej and #~/£0 with an incre-
ment y, = 108 s~ ' will grow, so that y,, Ar = 1. Thus for all
/!>/,„ (in particular for the intensities used in Refs. 153 and
202 ) over the time rp appreciable growth will occur in the
amplitude of the static grating. After the laser pulse termin-
ates, this perturbation of the surface gives rise to the appear-
ance of two free CW (flq = a>n), traveling toward one an-
other and decaying over a time 7, = 2vq2~ 107 s~ ', which
was recorded in Refs. 153 and 202.

An analogous estimate can be obtained in the case of Al.
in the experiment of Ref. 145 A = 1.06 fim, rp = 7 ns,
/i = 4 • 108 W/cm2. The data required for the calculations
are taken from Refs. 181, 182, and 208. For this pumping
intensity, according to (3.79), (3.56), and (3.57), the Al
surface melts after 4 ns. Then, during the remaining Ar = 3
ns, a grating with q^k0, q||Ej and an increment 7, = 109

s~' grows. As a result yq Ar = 3, which demonstrates the
possibility of significant growth in the amplitude of the grat-
ing owing to the excitation of CW.

The theory of laser-induced CW instability (see Sec.
3.4) also explains the experimentally observed change in the
orientation of the vector q of the dominant gratings as the
angle Q is increased in the region 0^35°, for example at
Q = 60° the angle <5S (see Fig. 20b), according to the data in
Ref. 139, is equal to Ss = 46°. As is evident from Fig. 23, 7,
reaches its absolute maximum value for 0<0<30° when
cos^>s = n*"1 sin #~sin & (i.e., qlEit), and when 0 in-
creases from 30° to 40° the absolute maximum already ap-
pears at cos <ps = 0. At 6 = 60° the theoretical value of 8S ,
according to ( 3 . 6 1 ) is equal to Ss = 49°, which is close to the
above-indicated experimental value. As already mentioned
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above, even more subtle effects, such as the generation of
doublet structures (two gratings with almost the same orien-
tation) (see Sec. 3.4.5) and fine structures (see Sec. 3.4.6)
can also be quantitatively explained on the basis of the the-
ory of the CW instability.

It may thus be concluded that the CW instability is pri-
marily responsible for generation of irreversible gratings on
the surface of metals and semiconductors. (IEI and the re-
coil pressure mechanism could make an additional contribu-
tion (see Sec. 3.4andRef. 169).) At the same time, genera-
tion of SAW under conditions up to melting of the surface
could also be responsible for the formation of reversible grat-
ings, existing only for the duration of the pulse. Thus in the
experiments of Ref. 150, at intensities of 7; = 5 • 107

- 2 • 108 W/cm2, A = 1.06 fj.m, rp = 200 ns reversible
changes were recorded on the surface of Cu with the help of
the diffraction of the probing radiation, while for I, > 2 • 108

W/cm2 the changes became irreversible. According to the
estimate in Sec. 3.3, the critical intensity for excitation of
SAW under these conditions is equal to 7cr = 2 - 107W/cm2.
The theoretical estimate of the melting threshold of copper
according to the formula (3.79) is equal under these condi-
tions to/mel, =;2.8 • 108 W/cm2 (in the solid phase p = 8.93
g/cm3, *(573 K) = 3.73 • 107 erg/cm2 • s • deg,
K) = 3.71 • 107 erg/cm2 • s • deg, Tmeh = 1357 K
£ = _ 37 + i • 3.4(A = 1 /zm)208). Both values are in good
agreement with experiment.150

We shall now examine the characteristics of generation
of gratings in dielectrics (crystalline and fused quartz149)
under the action of CO2 laser radiation. For A = 10.6 ^m
(v = I/A = 943.4 cm"1) or (v = 973.7 cm"1) gratings
with the usual orientation (q||Eit) appear on their surfaces:
one with s polarization and two with p polarization (see Fig.
19). When exciting radiation with (v= 1072 cm"1) was
used, however, the situation changed radically. For all 0>0
gratings with the "anomalous" orientation qlEit appeared.
In this case, two gratings appeared for s polarization and one
grating for p polarization. As can be seen from Fig. 8 of Ref.
149, at 6 = 0 the periods of normal gratings satisfy d <A,
while the periods of the "anomalous" gratings satisfy d > A,
which corresponds to the results of the IEI theory (see Table
V). According to the analysis of IEI172 (see Sec. 3.5) anoma-
lous gratings should appear when \E'\ < 1, |e'|>f" (this is
also valid for the cases of SAW or CW instability when
|£(| < 1, |e'|>£', which were not explicitly studied here). The
value ofe' in the polariton region of quartz glass is estimated
in Ref. 149. In the region of the melting temperature of
quartz r=1100°C, £'(1040 cm^1)=0,a £'(1120
cm^1) = — 1. It is evident from this estimate that for
A = 9.33 fim e'\ < 1. From the viewpoint of the IEI (or
SAW and CW) theory (see Table V) anomalous gratings
should be generated at the wavelength A = 9.33 /j,m, which
corresponds to experiment. The link between the types of
surface structures and the value of E (ca) was also pointed out
inRefs. 166 and 143.

All examples discussed above concern the case when
the laser wave is incident from the vacuum into the medium
with a dielectric permittivity e. In the more general case

when the wave is incident from a medium with a dielectric
permittivity e, onto a medium with the dielectric permittivi-
ty e the resonance denominator in the formulas (3.8)-
(3.10) is replaced by the symmetrical expression Dp

= e(kl -£:k
2

Q)in + £l(k
2

a -£k
2

0)
1/2. Under the condi-

tion that E >\£i\, \£\>l, we have Dp~(k2
a -Elkl)in

— E l k 0 / ( — £ ) ' / 2 , i.e., a sharp resonance appears at
ka s(£j)1/2^0. In this case it should be expected that the
period of the fluting will be equal to A /E\/2. We note that
precisely this period of fluting was observed on the surface of
wide-gap dielectrics in the experiments of Ref. 203, where
the laser radiation was focused on the output face of a plane-
parallel plate. The required inequality £, can be en-
sured by melting or formation of a plasma on the output face.

Thus we can draw the general conclusion that the pre-
dictions of the theory of laser-induced instabilities (SAW,
CW, and IEI) is on the whole in good agreement with exper-
iment and that the nature of the gratings inscribed on the
surface is determined by the value of the dielectric permittiv-
ity of the medium e(a>).

CONCLUSIONS

1. We shall summarize our discussion. Modern laser
technology, which has mastered in the last two to three years
the femtosecond range of generated optical pulse durations,
has for all practical purposes completely solved the problem
of excitation and recording of nonequilibrium states in con-
densed media and has reached the natural limit of the rate of
optical response of such media, determined by the duration
of one cycle of the optical field.

In application to crystalline semiconductors and metals
this technique now enables injecting extremely rapidly (over
a time of 10"14 s) significant energy into the electronic sub-
system of the surface layers and then following in detail the
numerous stages of the transformation of this energy into the
usual thermal excitation of the crystal lattice and subsequent
cascade of phase transformations on the surface. The scale of
experimentally accessible relaxation processes in solids now
extends from the most rapid electron-electron dephasing
and energy relaxation processes (with characteristic dura-
tions of S 10"14 s) through the stage of electron-phonon
relaxation with the emission of LO phonons (10" 14-10~13

s) and LA phonons (10~13-10~9s) right up to interband
recombination processes in a semiconductor and numerous
phase transformations and heat and mass transfer processes
with characteristic times in the nanosecond range and long-
er.

2. The experiments on laser annealing of semiconduc-
tors with the use of nanosecond and picosecond pulses,
which have recently given rise to great interest and discus-
sion, have now been completely explained quantitatively on
the basis of the foregoing scale of relaxation processes with
the use of the "thermal" model. According to this model,
when a very short and intense laser pulse with energy greater
than the gap width, interacts with the surface of a semicon-
ductor, the light energy absorbed by the electron-hole sub-
system of the crystal is transferred over a time of 5 1 ps from
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the superexcited free carriers above the bottom of the con-
duction band to the crystal lattice and gives rise to rapid
melting. The front of the melt moves with a velocity of the
order of the sound velocity into the bulk of the sample, and
after the laser pulse and energy injection terminate, it stops
at a definite depth and then returns back to the surface over
nanosecond time intervals, accompanied by the process of
epitaxial restoration of the crystal lattice. Amongst the prob-
lems of ILA which remain unsolved, we must once again call
attention to the question of the degree of equilibrium (or
nonequilibrium) of the phonon subsystem of the crystal up
to the moment at which melting begins,51 as well as the possi-
bility of the existence of new types of phase transitions in the
presence of a superdense hot plasma of free carriers at the
first stage of ILA (at times < 1 ps). The reason for the in-
tense formation of point and other defects in laser-annealed
sections is still not completely understood. Moreover, the
laser-induced formation of point defects in the surface layers
begins, according to the experiments of Refs. 183-185, long
before melting and cannot be explained on the basis of a
purely thermal model. Defect formation induced by the
dense electron-hole plasma at the first stage of ILA appar-
ently plays a definite role here.185'186'214

Defect formation in semiconductors can also be caused
by the nonlinear optical instability of the deformations, re-
cently studied in Ref. 190; under certain conditions this
mechanism can also be responsible for the ultrafast (nonth-
ermal) melting of the surface of the semiconductor. Accord-
ing to Ref. 190, for quite high intensities of the optical pulse,
as a result of transitions in the electronic subsystem the lat-
tice atoms can be subjected (through the acoustic strain po-
tential ) to strong static displacement from the positions of
equilibrium, so that the energy of the laser excitation is
transformed into the potential energy of the acoustic subsys-
tem—unlike the usual picture of electron-phonon relaxa-
tion, described above, according to which the energy of the
electron excitation is transferred to the lattice in a kinetic
form, thereby heating up the lattice. Intensified generation
of dislocations begins as a result of the appearance of static
deformations and then the lattice becomes unstable—"cold"
ultrafast (over a time of ~ 10~13 s) melting of the crystal
occurs.

3. In connection with the unsolved problems of the
physics of ILA listed above, new directions for diagnostics of
ultrafast phase transformations on the surface of semicon-
ductors and metals appear at the forefront. Aside from the
nonlinear optical techniques described in detail in Sec. 2,
which depend on the generation of optical harmonics and
the sum or difference frequencies in reflection, we should
also call attention to pico- and femtosecond active spectros-
copy of Raman scattering by optical phonons, plasmons,
and acoustic oscillations of the laser-excited crystal. The
"hybrid" technique of laser picosecond electron diffraction,
developed in the last two years, could become an extremely
interesting and informative method for studying in real time
structural transformations in the surface layers of laser-ex-
cited crystals.19U92 In this method, picosecond light pulses
are used to obtain (by the external photoeffect from the sur-

face of the cathode of the electron gun) powerful short elec-
tron bunches which are time-synchronized with the laser
pulses and which after acceleration in a pulsed high-voltage
electric field can be directed onto the section of the laser-
excited surface under study in order to record the "instan-
taneous" diffraction pattern and its evolution in time with
picosecond time resolution. The first data on the picosecond
dynamics of laser-induced phase transformations in crystal-
line aluminum have already been obtained using this tech-
nique.191

Graphic pictures of the changes in the external appear-
ance of sections of a silicon surface irradiated by powerful
femtosecond annealing pulses, recorded successively with
an interval of ~ 100 fs using the technique of stroboscopic
photography, were recently obtained by Downer et a/.193

This technique can evidently also be classified as ultrafast
cinematography with the minimum time interval between
frames determined by the duration of the illuminating
pulse—in this case 100 fs.

Interesting data on the dynamics of the first phase of
ILA in silicon were obtained by Malvezzi et al. by recording
the photo-emission of charged particles (on a picosecond
time scale).194

The variety of new highly informative laser methods of
diagnostics of fast phototransformations on the surfaces of
solids promises to reduce substantially in the near future the
number of questions regarding the nature and details of the
course of such processes which today remain unanswered.

4. In this review we emphasized repeatedly the fact that
in speaking about powerful laser excitation of surface layers
of semiconductors and metals it should not be forgotten that
the energy required for this must be injected into the crystal
through its surface. Under the action of the laser radiation,
as described in detail in Sec. 3, periodic structures, which can
substantially reduced the coefficient of reflection, form on
the surface. According to the data in Refs. 210, 211, and 213
the absorptivity of the surface increases severalfold at the
same time. These effects as well as the complicated self-excit-
ed processes which appear at the same time must be taken
into account in the analysis of all real experiments associated
with laser excitation of the surface of solids, including ex-
periments on ILA, laser cutting, welding, and hardening of
metals, interaction of laser radiation with biological objects
and tissues, etc. At the same time, the theory developed in
Sec. 3 of this review, linear in the amplitude of the light-
induced grating, represents only the first step in the com-
plete quantitative description of all these interesting and
practically important processes occurring on the surfaces of
solids.

"The dipole surface contribution does not vanish in a centrosymmetrical
medium because the inversion symmetry is evidently broken in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the surface.

2)We note that replacing the stationary problem (3.28) by the nonstation-
ary problem has no effect on the form of the dispersion equations (3.42)
and (3.45).

3lln Ref. 179 the formation of doublet structures is interpreted as being the
consequence of the splitting of the dispersion curve of SEW on a rough
surface.
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4'The formula (3.77) holds if#>#= — where Y-I is given by the for-
VqU

mula (3.38). If g<#, then the substitutiong—>0 must be made in (3.77).
"We note that very recently there appeared the possibility of direct re-

cording and spectroscopy of short-wavelength acoustic phonons, arising
in the process of interaction of short (including pico- and subpicose-
cond) laser pulses with the surface of a semiconductor.195"198
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